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(i)
Summary.
In this thesis we look at the structure of racks. Chapter two looks at con-
gruences on racks. We examine operator group equivalence and associated
group equivalence in detail. We show that the fundamental quandle of a
knot in S3 embeds into the knot group if and only if the knot is prime. In
chapter three we look at conditions on the associated group and the operator
group of a rack. We prove that G is the associated group of a rack only if the
associated group of Conj (G) is isomorphic to G x N, where N is abelian.
We also show that any group can be the operator group of a rack. Chapter
four looks at expanding and extending racks. We derive necessary and suf-
ficient conditions for rotation blocks to form a rack when used to expand a
rack. We also show that any rack, R, can be extended to a complete rack
which has the same operator group as R. The work in chapter five is closely
connected to the work of Joyce in [ J ]. We define racks which can be used to
represent any rack. In chapter six we show that the lattice of congruences on
a transitive rack is isomorphic to a sublattice of the lattice of subgroups of
the associated group. We generalize this result to non-transitive racks. The
last chapter looks at the fundamental rack of a knot in S3.
(ii)
Introduetion.
In this thesis we study the algebra of racks. A rack is the algebraic distilla-
tion of the second and third Reidemeister moves. It is possible to associate a
rack, called the fundamental rack, to any codimension two framed link. This
rack is a complete invariant of irreducible links in S3. It is likely that many
new, easily calculable link invariants can be derived from the rack once the
algebraic structure is more fully understood.
The theory of racks has strong connections with the theory of groups, espe-
cially with the theory of conjugation in groups. Conway and Wraith [C-W]
first studied racks, concentrating on the connection with group conjugation.
The name 'rack' (or wrack using the original spelling) was first used by Con-
way and Wraith, who described a rack as the 'rack and ruin' of a group, left
when the group operation is discarded and only the concept of conjugation
remains.
In this thesis we concentrate mainly on the algebra of racks. We first, in
chapter two, look at congruences on racks. A congruence is an equivalence
relation which respects the rack operation. Congruences on racks corre-
spond precisely to quotient racks. As we have said, the fundamental rack
is a complete invariant of an irreducible link in S3. A presentation for the
fundamental rack is very easy to write down but is not particularly useful
as presentations for racks inherit all the problems associated with presen-
tations for groups. Congruences and quotients simplify a rack considerably
and therefore are a rich source of potential link invariants. For example, the
fundamental rack of a link has a quotient isomorphic to the dihedral rack,
D 3 , if and only if the link is three-colourable [F-R]. The latter part of the
first chapter focuses on two congruences: operator equivalence and associ-
ated group equivalence. These congruences both reduce racks to (subracks
of) conjugation racks which are considerably easier to work with than gen-
eral racks. Associated group equivalence is a particularly useful congruence
as it does not change the associated group and therefore can be used to sim-
plify the calculation of the associated group. We show that the fundamental
quandle of a knot in S3 is associated group reduced if and only if the knot
is prime. In other words, the fundamental quandle of a knot in S3 embeds
into the knot group if and only if the knot is prime.
The associated group is one of two groups closely connected with a rack; the
other being the operator group. We look at conditions on these two groups
(iii)
In chapter three. We prove that a group, G, is the associated group of a
rack only if the associated group of Conj (G) is isomorphic to G x N , where
N is abelian. We also show that any group can be the operator group of a
rack.
As we have said, congruences simplify a rack. In the first part of chapter
four we look at the reverse process: that of expanding a rack R to produce
a new rack, Re, which has a quotient isomorphic to R. We study several
classes of expansion racks in detail, including operator expansions. Any rack
is an operator expansion of a quandle. Therefore, any rack may be created
by using rotation blocks to expand a quandle. We derive necessary and suf-
ficient conditions, on rotation blocks, under which the blocks form a rack
when used to expand a rack. The latter part of this chapter looks at ways of
extending a rack by adding extra elements. We prove that any rack may be
extended to a complete rack in which every element of the operator group
appears as a element.
Chapter five looks at ways of representing racks using groups. We general-
ize several definitions and theorems of Joyce [ J ]. Given a group G, and
elements g, h, ... , we define the racks R( G, g) and R( G, g, h, ... ). We
show that these racks can be used to represent any rack R, where G is the
operator group or the associated group of R.
In chapter six we use the results of chapter five to re-examine congruences
on racks. We show that the lattice of congruences on a transitive rack is
isomorphic to a sublattice of the lattice of subgroups of the associated group
or the operator group. This result is a special case of the result for non-
transitive racks which states that the lattice of congruences only equating
elements within the same orbit is isomorphic to a sublattice of the product
lattice, Iln Li , where L; is isomorphic to the lattice of subgroups of the
associated group or the operator group and n is the number of orbits of R.
In the final chapter we look at the fundamental rack of a knot in S3. We
show that the fundamental rack of a framed knot in S3 can be defined by
considering the action of the covering transformations on components of the
framing curve in the universal cover. This description allows us to describe
certain congruences on the fundamental rack geometrically.
(iv)
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Chapter One - Preliminaries.
Basic definitions and results.
The definitions and results in this chapter are taken from [F-R], except where
stated as otherwise.
Racks and operations on racks.
1.1 Definition A rack is a set X together with a map A, from X to
S x , the symmetric group on X, which satisfies the rack identity.
Notation. We use exponential notation to indicate the rack action. In other
words,
refers to the result of A( c) acting on a.
We use the convention:
The rack identity is as follows:
There is a second, equivalent, form of the rack identity given by:
(A(b)) -1 A(a)A(b) = -\(a b ) .
Notation. Let R be a rack. R; refers to the set of elements of Rand r*
refers to A(r). We often use upper bars to denote inverse elements.
1.2 Definition The cardinality of the set R; is the order of the rack R.
1.3 Definition The elements of the subgroup of the symmetric group
SR" ' generated by the elements r*, we call operators. A trivial operator, on
a rack R, is an operator uJ which is such that a" = a for all a in R.
1.4 Definition Subracks, quotient racks, rack homomorphisms and rack
au tomorplusuis are defined in the natural way.
-I
Definitions and examples of some common racks.
We often use diagrams, similar to Cayley tables, to describe racks. The
elements are written down the left hand side and the corresponding operators
are written across the top.
The trivial rack.
The trivial rack of order n, written Tn, is the rack with n elements, all of
which are trivial as operators.
Example. The following is the trivial rack of order four.
a
b
c
d
a
a
b
c
d
b
a
b
c
d
c
a
b
c
d
d
a
b
c
d
The rotation rack.
A rotation rack is a non-trivial rack in which all the elements are equal as
operators. If a rotation rack has order n and the operators are given by a
single cycle permutation, we call the rack the cyclic rack of order n , written
tc;
Example. The following is the cyclic rack R4 .
a
b
c
a
a
b
c
d
a
b
b
c
d
a
8
c
b
c
d
a
d
b
c
d
a
The conjugation rack.
Let G be a group. We can define a rack as follows:
Elements: the elements of G.
Action: ab = bab.
This is a rack as we have:
abc = cbabc
and
cb C (- )(cbc)a = cae
=cbccaccbc
= 'cbobc.
The rack defined above is called a conjugation rack and is written C onj (G) .
Example. The following is the conjugation rack Conj(S3).
id a a2 b ab a2b
id id id id id id id
a a a a a2 a2 a2
a2 a2 a2 a2 a a a
b b ab a2b b a2b ab
ab ab a2b b a2b ab b
a2b a2b b ab ab b a2b
The dihedral rack.
Any complete union of conjugacy classes in a group, G, forms a subrack of
C onj (G). In particular, the set of reflections in the dihedral group, D 2 n ,
forms a subrack of Conj(D2 n ) . We call this rack the dihedral rack of order
n, written D,«.
9
ExampIe. The following is the dihedral rack D3 .
a
b
c
a
a
c
b
b
c
b
a
c
b
a
c
1.5 Definition A quandle, defined by Joyce in [ J ], is a rack in which
aa = a for all a in R.
Trivial racks and (subracks of) conjugation racks are always quandles. Cyclic
racks are never quandles.
Products of racks.
The cartesian product.
The cartesian product of two racks, Rand 5, is defined by:
Elernents: all ordered pairs of the form (" s), where r is an element of R
and s is an element of 5.
Action: (
I ') I I("s) T ,s = (,T ,SS).
The disjoint union.
The disjoint union of two racks, Rand 5, is defined by Brieskorn in [ B ].
It has the disjoint union of the sets R; and 5 s as elements with the action
given by:
b _ b
a - a a,b E R or
a,b E 5.
a E R, bE 5 or
aE5. bER.
10
Quotients of racks.
1.6 Definition A congruence on a rack is an equivalence relation which
respects the rack operation.
In other words, a congruence, rv, is an equivalence relation such that
a r-;» a' and b rv b' implies that ab rv b'a'
A congruence rv on a rack R enables us to form the quotient rack, written ~,
whose elements are the rv equivalence classes and in which the rack operation
is derived from that of the original rack. We use the notation [a] ""' to refer
to the equivalence class of an element a, of a rack R, under the congruence
r-«, We omit the subscript if the congruence is obvious or unspecified. We
often use the same notation, [a] ""' , to refer to the appropriate element of the
quotient rack ~.
Orbits and stabilizers.
1.7 Definition The orbit of an element a in a rack R, written orbR( a),
is the set of all elements b which are such that there exists an operator w
with a" = b. If R is obvious or unspecified, we simply write orb(a).
1.8 Definition A rack with a single orbit is called a transitive rack.
1.9 Definition Let S be a subset of the set of elements of a rack. The
orbit of S, written oTbR(S), is the set of all elements b which are such that
there exists an operator wand an element s in S with SW = b. We write
oTb(S) if R is obvious or unspecified.
1.10 Definition The stabilizer of an element a of a rack R, written
stab R (a), is the set of all operators w which are such that aW = a. If R is
obvious or unspecified, we simply write stab(S).
The operator group and the associated group.
1.11 Definition The group of operators of a rack, R, we call the operator
group of R, written Op(R).
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There is a second group connected with a rack defined as follows.
1.12 Definition Any rack R has a presentation of the form:
( a, b, c, ... I ab = c, ... ).
The associated group of a rack R is a well defined invariant
The associated group, of the rack R presented as above, is defined as the
group given by the presentation:
( a, b, c, ... Ibab = c, ... ).
We write the associated group of a rack R as As(R). A standard presen-
tation for the associated group of R is a presentation derived from a rack
presentation as above.
Note. A rack does not have a unique presentation; therefore the associated
group does not have a unique standard presentation.
1.13 Lemma
of R.
The map F, Iroiu the category of racks to the category of groups, given by:
R -+ As(R),
is a functor and is left adjoint to the functor sending a group G to the conju-
gation rack Conj (G). If R is any rack and G any group, then there is a natu-
ralidentification between the sets Horn(As(R), G) and Hom(R,Conj(G)).
Therefore, given any rack homomorphism f : R -+ Conj (G), there exists
a unique group homomorphism f' : As(R) -+ G which makes the following
diagraIll COIllII1ute:
R T/ As(R)-+
11 1f'
Conj(G) id G-+
(r7 and id are the natural maps).
0
The associated group of a rack R, with presentation
( a, b, c, ... I ab = c, ... ),
can also be defined as the quotient of the free group on elements of R by the
normal subgroup, K , generated by all words of the fonn cbab. where c equals
(/b in R. The operator group is equal to the associated group quotiented by
the nonnal subgroup. N, consisting of elements which act trivially when we
12
let the associated group act on the rack elements in the obvious way. In
other words, we have the exact sequences:
J(~ FG(R s )~ As(R),
N ~ FG(R s )~ Op(R)
and
~ ~ As(R) ~Op(R).
The fundamental rack.
The fundamental rack of a codimension two framed link is defined as follows:
Elements: hornotopy classes of paths from a point on the framing curve to
a base point, where the starting point of the path may move
around in the framing curve throughout the homotopy.
There is a map, '\, from these classes to the fundamental group given by:
where a means 'travel from the base point to the framing curve along the
reverse of a path in [a]' and rna is a meridian loop around the appropriate
cornponent of the link, starting at the end point of a.
Action: ab = a 0 ,\( b) .
If the link is unfrarned, the starting points of the paths may move around
in a tubular neighbourhood of the link during the homotopy. The resulting
rack is a quandle, defined by Joyce in [ J ], called the fundamental quandle.
A presentation for the fundamental rack.
It is very easy to write down a presentation for the fundamental rack of an
oriented link in S·3, given a projection of the link. The arcs in the projection
are labeled with letters, a, b, c, ... , and, at each crossing point, say
;/
we write down the relation: ab = c.
/
b
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1.14 Definition
a classical rack.
If R is the fundamental rack of a link in S3 , then R is
Background material.
During this thesis we use some basic, well known group theory, lattice theory,
knot theory and covering space theory. Details of this can be found in [ R ],
[D-P], [Ro] and [ M ] respectively. We also use some well known commutator
identities which can be found in [L-8].
Miscellaneous notation.
We write [a, b] for the commutator abab, where a and bare elements of a
group.
We write IAI for the cardinality of A, where A is a set and Igl for the order
of 9 where 9 is an element of a group.
We write A \ B for the set of elements which are in A but not in B, where
A and B are sets.
We write (a, b, ... ) for the subgroup of G which is generated by the elements
a, b, ... of G.
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Chapter Two - Congruences on Racks.
A congruence on a rack is an equivalence relation which respects the rack
operation. Congruences enable us to study the structure of a rack in a
simplified form, They correspond to quotient racks and divide the elements
of the rack into sets which move as 'blocks' under the action of the operators.
Looking at quotients of racks enables us to study the way the 'blocks' move,
without worrying about what happens inside them.
In this chapter we first formalize the idea of blocks and show that block
structures are equivalent to congruences.
We then look at two congruences in detail. The first of these is operator
group equivalence. This congruence equates elements which are equal as
operators and reduces a rack to (a subrack of) a conjugation rack. We
show that a rack reduces to a trivial rack under operator equivalence if and
only if the operator group is abelian. We generalize this result to racks
with nilpotent operator groups. The second congruence we study, associated
group equivalence, equates elements which are equal when considered as
elements of the associated group. This congruence also reduces a rack to (a
subrack of) a conjugation rack. Associated group equivalence is more useful
than operator group equivalence because it reduces a rack to (a subrack of)
a conjugation rack without altering the associated group. We also show that
the fundamental quandle of a knot in S3 is associated group reduced if and
only if the knot is prime.
In the last section of this chapter we define normal subracks and look at
connections between subracks and congruences.
2.1 Definition
that:
A congruence rv on a rack is an equivalence relation such
a rv a' and b rv b' implies that ab rv »:
Let rv be a congruence on a rack R. The quotient rack, ~, is a quotient of
R defined as follows:
the elements of R art> the rv equivalence classes and the rack operation is
""
given by:
[F-R].
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Congruences on a rack R are in one-to-one correspondence with surjective
homomorphisms of R.
Any congruence, rv determines a homomorphism, f rv : R ~ ~, defined
by:
frv(a) = [a]
and any homomorphism f corresponds to a congruence, r-;» f, defined by:
a rvf b if and only if f(a) = f(b)
[F-R].
Notation. When using rack diagrams to describe a rack R, we often use
blank lines to indicate congruences on R. For example, the following diagram
shows the congruence r-;» f , on D 3 x R 2 , where f : D 3 x R2 ~ R2 .
2.2 Example
a
b
c
x
y
z
a
x
z
y
a
c
b
b
z
y
x
c
b
a
c
y
x
z
b
a
c
x
x
z
y
a
c
b
y
z
y
x
c
b
a
z
y
x
z
b
a
c
Block structures on racks.
We may think of a congruence on R as follows:
a congruence on a rack R is a partition P of R s into sets PI, P2 , ••. where,
for all a in Pi and for all b in Pj , ab is an element of Pv , k depending only
on i and j .
As we can see from example 2.2, congruences on a rack R can be illustrated
by dividing a diagram for R into 'blocks'. We refer to the way in which a
16
congruence on R can be represented by dividing a diagram for R into blocks
as a block structure on R. We often want to refer to individual 'blocks' in
a diagrarn with a block structure.
2.3 Definition Let P be a partition corresponding to a congruence, rv
on a rack R. A block is a triple of sets in P,
(Pi, r; Pk), such that ptj = Pk,
together with the action of Pj on Pi.
The elements of Pi are called the block primaries, the elements of P, are
called the block operators and the elements of Pk are called the block sec-
ondaries.
Example. In the diagram below, a single block has been highlighted.
a
b
c
d
e
f
a
b
a
f
e
d
c
b
b
a
f
e
d
c
c
f
e
d
c
b
a
d
f
e
d
c
b
a
e
d
c
b
a
f
e
f
d
c
b
a
f
e
In this example, the elements a and b are the block primaries, the elements
f' and f are the block operators and the elements c and d are the block
secondaries.
Examples of congruences.
Any rack has at least two block structures or congruences: a r-:» b for all a
and b in R and the trivial congruence, given by a r-:» a for all a in R. A
non-trivial congruence that does not equate all the elements in R is called
a proper congruence.
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The partition into orbits, written as <«. gives a third example of a congru-
ence if R is a non-transitive rack.
Certain blocks occur frequently in the study of racks and for that reason we
make the following definitions.
2.4 Definition A rotation block is a block in which all the block operators
act equivalently.
For example, in the following rack, all the blocks are rotation blocks.
a
b
c
d
e
f
a
b
a
c
d
e
f
b
b
a
c
d
e
f
c
a
b
d
c
e
f
d
a
b
d
c
e
f
e
a
b
d
c
e
f
f
a
b
c
d
e
f
2.5 Definition The blocks that occur along the leading diagonal of the
rack diagram are called diagonal blocks.
Note. The diagonal blocks formed under f"V o are subracks.
The blocks fanned under the partition into orbits, f"V o , are called orbit blocks
and the diagonal blocks formed under f"V o are called orbit subracks.
The diagonal blocks are analogous to cosets of a normal subgroup of a group.
The individual blocks form the elements of the quotient rack in the same way
as the cosets of a normal subgroup form the elements of the quotient group.
The analogy is not perfect. The set of cosets of a normal subgroup contains
one distinguished element, the normal subgroup itself, which is a group.
This, of course, becomes the identity, a distinguished element of the quotient
group. There is no analogy of an identity element in a general rack (although
18
racks with identity are defined and studied in [F-RJ) and, therefore, there is
no distinguished diagonal block.
Diagonal blocks and subracks.
Sometimes no diagonal blocks form subracks,
a
b
c
x
y
a
x
y
a
c
b
b
z
y
x
c
b
a
c
y
x
z
b
a
c
x
x
z
y
a
c
b
y
z
y
x
c
b
a
x
y
x
z
b
a
c
and, on other occasions, they all do.
a c p q r s
a
c
p
q
T
c
a
s
r
q
p
c
a
s
r
q
p
s s
r r
q q
p p
c c
a a
19
q q
p p
c c
a a
s s
T T
We may also have a mixture.
a e p q r s
a
e
p
q
7'
s
e
a
p
q
r
s
e
a
p
q
r
s
a
e
r
s
p
q
a
e
r
s
p
q
a
e
s
p
q
a
e
r
s
p
q
Note. We never have a mixture of blocks that form subracks and blocks that
do not form subracks within an orbit of a rack. Elements of a rack within a
single orbit are very similar as, if a W = e, then the map w*, given by:
is a rack automorphism carrying a to e.
Let [a] be the equivalence class corresponding to a and [e] the equivalence
class corresponding to e. For all a' in [a] we must have a'w = e' , for some
c' in [c], and for all e" in [e] we must have e"w = a" , for some a" in [a].
Therefore elements of the two classes are in one-to-one correspondence and,
as w is an automorphism, if one forms a subrack then the other must form
an isomorphic subrack.
2.6 Definition A element a of a rack has q-order equal to n if aan = a
and a" r #- a for all 7' less than n .
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2.7 Proposition Let b be an element of orb(a) in a rack R. Then the
q-order of b is equal to the q-order of a.
Proof Say b = a" , where a has q-order n . Then a" n = a. Therefore, we
have:
= a"
= b.
Therefore the q-order of b is not greater than the q-order of a. Similarly,
the q-order of a is not greater than the q-order of b and we have the result.
<>
2.8 Proposition The equivalence class of an element a, in a rack R,
under a congruence rv, forms a subrack if and only if the image of a in the
quotient has q-order one.
Proof Let [a] be the equivalence class containing a. The equivalence class
of the clement a forms a subrack if and only if all elements contained in [a],
as operators, correspond to bijections on the set [a]. This is equivalent, in
the quotient, to [a][a] = [a].
<>
2.9 Corollary All the equivalence classes given by a congruence rv on a
rack R Ioriu subracks if and only if the quotient is a quandle. These subracks
are all isomorphic if the quotient is a transitive quandle.
<>
We now look at the effect which a congruence on a rack R has on the
operator group and the associated group of R. Taking a congruence on a
rack simplifies the rack. the associated group and the operator group.
21
2.10 Proposition Let R be a rack and rv a congruence. The operator
group of the quotient rack and the associated group of the quotient rack are
quotients of the operator group and the associated group of R.
Let G be the operator group of R and let N be the normal subgroup of the
operator group generated by elements of the form a* b*, where a rv b in R.
The operator group of the quotient rack is a quotient of ~ by a subgroup
contained within the centre of ~. If the quotient rack has no equivalent
operators, then the operator group of the quotient rack is ~ quotiented by
tlle entire centre of ~.
Proof We write 5 for ~ We first show that the associated group of the
quotient is a quotient of the associated group of R.
Let R; = {a, b, ... }and let [a] be the equivalence class of a under r-: . Let
b -( a, b, . .. I a 0 b 0 a 0 b, ... )
be a standard presentation of the associated group of R and let
( [a ], [b], . .. I [ab ] 0 m0 [ a] 0 [ b], ... )
be a standard presentation for the associated group of the quotient. Let
]( be the subgroup of the free group on elements of R s generated by all
elements of the form rs 0 "if 0 s 0 r , where rand s are elements of R.
The associated group of R is the free group on elements of H; quotiented by
!(. We define f to be the surjective map, from the free group on elements
of R; to the free group on elements of 5 s, that takes r to [r]. Let 9 be the
composition of f with the quotient Inap, e , from the free group on elements
of 5 s to the associated group of 5. As 9 is the composition of two surjective
maps, it is surjective.
If rs 0 S 0 r 0 oS is trivial in R, then [r s ] 0 [s ] 0 [ r ] 0 [s] is trivial in 5; therefore
!{ lies in the kernel of g. This means that 9 factors through the associated
group of R to give a surjective map h from the associated group of R to the
associated group of the quotient rack. In other words, the associated group
22
of the quotient rack is a quotient of the associated group of the original rack.
K = K er(q)c.Ker(g)
f
q
As(R)
9
h
---~.,.. As(S)
We now look at the operator groups. Composing h with the quotient map,
7r, from the associated group of the quotient to the operator group of the
quotient gives another surjective map, j, mapping the associated group of
R to the operator group of S. If an element of the associated group of R
corresponds to a trivial operator on R, then [a] is a trivial operator on S.
Therefore, j factors through the operator group of R to give a surjective
map, k, from the operator group of R to the operator group of S. Therefore,
the operator group of the quotient rack is a quotient of the operator group
of the original rack.
K =Ker(7r')C]{er(j)
As(R)
,
rr
Op(R)
h
---~~ As(S)
--~~ Op(S)
We now consider the operator group of S. If a ~ b in R, we must have o;
equal to b; in S. Therefore, all elements of N become trivial in the operator
group of S. Say w acts trivially in S. We must have a" ~ a, for all a in
R. Therefore we have wa*wa* in N, for all a in R. In other words, w is
in the centre of ~. If w is in the centre of ~, then, in S, we must have
(o,W)* = 0,*. Therefore, if S contains no equivalent operators, w must act
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· 11 GjNtnvia y and the operator group of S is Z(GjN)'
<>
As we have seen, when we quotient a rack we quotient the operator group
twice; by the subgroup N and by a subgroup of the centre of ~. The former
deals with operators which become equivalent and the latter occurs because,
in the quotient rack, we have fewer elements for the operators to act upon.
The next two sections look at two specific congruences in more detail. The
first, operator equivalence, equates all elements equal as operators. This
congruence is particularly interesting as it reduces any rack to a (subrack of)
a conjugation rack.
Operator equivalence.
We define the congruence operator equivalence, <o«, as follows.
2.11 Definition a <o; b if and only if a and b are equal as operators.
This is a congruence since ab , as an operator, is equal to bab; therefore, if
b'
a rvOp a' and b rvOp b', we have ab <o; a' . This congruence has a very
simple effect on the operator group.
2.12 Proposition Quotienting a rack by operator equivalence quotients
the operator group by its centre.
Proof By proposition 2.10, we know that the operator group of .-v~p IS a
quotient of the operator group of R. Let a be in the kernel of the quotient
map, i, in other words, a acts trivially on the quotient rack. Therefore, in
R, we must have
for all c. In other words, in the operator group of R, we have aca = c for all
c: therefore a is in the centre. Elements of the centre of the operator group
of R can only mix rack elements which are equal as operators; therefore the
centre is in the kernel of f·
<>
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2.13 Corollary The operator group of a rack R is abelian if and only if
R is a trivial rack.
"'0 p
<>
2.14 Definition
abelian rack.
We call a rack with an abelian operator group a very
Note. Abelian quandles are defined in [ J ] by Joyce as quandles that satisfy
the abelian entropy condition:
All very abelian quandles are abelian quandles but not all abelian quandles
have abelian operator groups.
Quotienting a rack by r-...JOp reduces a rack to (a subrack of) a conjugation
rack.
~ is a subrack of Conj (G), where G is the operator
<o «
2.15 Proposition
group of R.
Proof We define the map, A, from .E: into Conj(G) as follows:
<o»
The map A is a rack homomorphism as:
= b*a*b*
= A([a])'\([b]) .
The map A is injective by definition of <o«.
<>
Often R is a rack with equivalent operators and we can apply the con-
, rr o »
gruence <o; again. We define the following notation.
Notation. We write the result of quotienting a rack R by <o« n times as
The above corollary generalizes to racks with nilpotent operator groups. De-
tai ls of the following two definitions may be found in Robinson [ R ].
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Definition. The upper central series for a group, G, is defined inductively
as follows:
Zl(G) = Z(G),
Definition. A group, G, is nilpotent if the upper central series for G ter-
minates with G after finitely many steps. The nilpotent class of a nilpotent
group is the number of steps in the upper central series.
2.16 Proposition The operator group of a rack R is nilpotent of class
n if and only if tile rack reduces to a trivial rack after quotienting by <o;
n times, with the rack non-trivial after n - 1 quotients.
Proof We first show that
Op(R)
by induction on .s .
If .s is equal to one, the result follows from proposition 2.12.
Assume, for all i less than s , that the operator group of R/"'~p is isomorphic
to
Op(R)
The quotient R/"'op is equal to R/-i: quotiented by "'op; therefore, by
proposition 2.12, the operator group of R/"'op is isomorphic to the operator
group of R/-t; quotiented by its centre. By induction,
s r-;» Op(R)/ZS-l{Op(R)}
Op(R/"'op) = Z{Op(R)/ZS-l(Op(R))}·
By definition of the upper central series,
ZAG) ~ z( G )
Zs-l(G) Zs-l(G) .
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Therefore,
Op(R)jZs-l {Op(R)}
z, {Op(R)} j Zs-l { Op(R)}
and, by the second isomorphism theorem,
Op(R)
By definition, if G is a nilpotent group, then there exists an n such that
Zn( G) = {id}; therefore we have the result.
The relation rvOp is a useful congruence as it reduces a rack to (a subrack
of) a conjugation rack. Conjugation racks and subracks of conjugation racks
are easier to work with than general racks. However, rvOp often alters the
associated group of the rack and is of little use if we wish to study the associ-
ated group. We now look at a second congruence on racks. This congruence
equates elements equal in the associated group rather than in the operator
group. Again this congruence reduces a rack to (a subrack of) a conjugation
rack. However, as we show, this congruence does not alter the associated
group.
Associated group equivalence.
2.17 Definition We define rv As by: a rv As b if and only if a and bare
equal as elements of the associated group.
This is a congruence since, by definition, ab bab in the associated group;
therefore, if a rv As a
'
and b r-:» As b
'
, we have ab rv As a,b'
2.18 Theorem The associated group of a rack, R, quotiented by rv As IS
isomorphic to the associated group of R.
Proof We refer to elements of R s using the symbols a, b. . . . . We write S
for R quotiented by rvA8' S is a quotient R and we write [a] for the image
of an element a of R under the quotient map. Ss is equal to { [a l- [b].... } .
The associated group of R is isomorphic to a quotient of the free group on
{ a, b, ... } and the associated group of S is isomorphic to a quotient of the
free group on { [a] 1 [ b], ... }. We call the kernels of these quotient maps ]{
and K' respectively. The quotient map, f : R --+ 5 1 is such that a I---t [a] 1
for all a in R. This induces
~
f : As(R) --+ As(5).
We define g : As(5) --+ As(R) as follows:
we have the sequence:
where i is the injective map, rnapping the free group on 5 s into the free
group on R s , taking [a] to a, and 7f is the quotient map from the free
group on R; to the associated group of R. The composition 7f a i is a map
from FG(5s ) to As(R).
1(' , the kernel of the map from FG(5s ) to As(5), is given by:
( [ c] a TbT a~ a [ b] I [a], [ b] E 5s, [ c] = [a] [b) in 5).
Claim: 1(' is contained in the kernel of 7f a i.
--
Proof: we need to prove that [c] a [ b] a [ a] a [ b] , where [c] is as above, is in the
kernel of 7foi for all [a] and [b] in 5. We have: i([c]oTbTo[a]o[bJ) = cbab.
As [c] = [aFb) in 5, we have c r-:» As ab in R. Therefore, by definition of
rv As, we have c = ab in the associated group of R. In other words c a ab
is in the kernel of tt . Therefore, cbab = cababbab is in the kernel of 7f and
- -
[ c ] a [ b] a [a] a [ b] is in the kernel of 7f a i .
As 1(' is in the kernel of 7f ai, the map 7f a i factors to give a map from
As(5) to As(R) .
I( er(i a 7f)
]{' )>-------?>FG(5) --~~As(5)
~
f 9
FG(Rs )--~~ As(R)
~
We define g to be this map. The maps f and g are inverse maps giving the
result.
o
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Wp call a rack associated group reduced if the map from the rack elements
to the associated group is injective.
2.19 Proposition '"V~B is a subrack of Conj(G) where G is the associ-
ated group of R.
Proof We define the map, '\, from f"V~B into Conj(G) by: '\([aJ) = f-1(a) ,
where f-1 is the map from R to As(R) .
The map ,\ is a rack homomorphism as:
,\ ([ a] [b J) = x( [ab ] )
= f-1(b)f-1(a)f-1(b)
= '\([a])'\([b J) .
The rnap ,\ is injective by definition of I"V As.
<>
2.20 Proposition The operator group of a rack R quotiented by I"V As is
the associated group of R quotiented by its centre.
Proof We define the action of elements of the associated group on elements
of R in the obvious way. The operator group of R is isomorphic to As~R),
where N is the subgroup of the centre of the associated group of R generated
by elements corresponding to trivial operators. Therefore, the operator group
of R quotiented by I"V As is a quotient of As~R) .
If w is in the centre of the associated group of R, then waw = a for all
elements a of the associated group. Therefore, in ~, we must have a" = a
f"V A B
for all a, since no two elements of JL correspond to the same element of
f"V A B
the associated group of R.
In other words, all elements of the centre of the associated group of R act
trivially.
Elements of the associated group that act trivially on the rack elements are
in the centre; therefore elements of the associated group of R quotiented by
I"V As which correspond to trivial operators are precisely those contained in
the centre of the associated group of R and we have the result.
<>
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2.21 Definition Let·"- and rv' be two congruences on a rack R. We say
that rv is less than -:' and that -:' is greater than rv if:
a rv b implies that a -:' b.
Let rv be any congruence on a rack R which is less than rv As. Then rv
does not change the associated group of R and may be used to simplify the
calculation of the associated group. The following congruence is an example.
2.22 Definition a rv q C if there exists an interger n with c = aa
n
.
2.23 Proposition ":« is a congruence.
Proof a rv q band c rv q d implies that b = aan and d = ccrn •
We have:
= accanc
C
rv q a
o
This is the congruence which reduces a rack to its associated quandle, defined
in [F-R]. It is less than r--;»As, does not change the associated group and the
operator group of R is a quotient of the operator group of R, lying between
""q
the operator group of R and the operator group of R quotiented by its centre.
The quotient of a rack by rv q is always a quandle. Therefore, if G is the
associated group of a rack, then it is also the associated group of a quandle.
However r-:»q is not equivalent to rv As and it is often possible to reduce the
rack further without changing the associated group. We now show that the
fundamental quandle of the connected sum of two non-trivial knots is not
associated group reduced.
The geometric significance of rv As on classical racks.
2.24 Definition A projection, P, of a knot. K: realizes an element r of
the fundalnental rack of ]{ if there is an arc in P labeled with 1'.
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If a knot, K, is a connected sum of two non-trivial knots K' and K", ,
with connecting arcs in a projection labeled a and b, then a and b are two
distinct elements of the fundamental rack which map to the same element of
the associated group, [F-R]. We now show that, if a and b are two distinct
elements of the fundamental quandle that map to the same element of the
associated group, then there is a projection P of K as a connected sum
which realizes a and b as connecting arcs. We first need two results and
some definitions.
2.25 Lemma Given any finite set, 5 = {at, ... ,an}, of elements of a
classical rack R, then there exists a projection P, of the link corresponding
to the rack, which realizes all the elements in 5.
Proof It is sufficient to prove that given a fixed projection, say P, of the
link L, and an element r of the fundamental rack of L, then there exists a
new projection, P", which realizes all elements realized by P together with
7'.
Let P be any projection of the link with arcs labeled using the symbols
{ at, ... ,aT}' Then r can be written as ai w where w is a word in the
elements {aj}. The element r corresponds to a path from the arc labeled
a, to the base point, which we put 'above' the projection. By grabbing a
little piece in the centre of the arc labeled a; and pulling it through the
projection, along the path given by r , we create a new projection, P", which
realizes r .
This process only uses the second Reidemeister move and this move, of, say,
an arc labeled a under an arc labeled b, leaves parts of the original arcs, a
and b, unchanged in the projection.
o
In the proof of the following result we use the Annulus Theorem. The version
below and the definitions below are taken from Jaco, [Ja].
Definitions. A 2-lnanifold, T, properly embedded in a 3-manifold, .J.~I, is
couipreseible in M if either T = 52 and T bounds a 3-celL or T #- 52 and
there exists a disc D in M such that DnT = 8DnT and is a noncontractible
curve in T. Otherwise, T is incompressible.
A compact orientable. irreducible 3-nlanifold is called a Haken-manifold if
it contains a two-sided incompressible surface.
A 3-nlanifold pair, (.::\1. T). is called a Haken-pair if 1\1 is a Haken-rnanifold
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and T is an incompressible 2-manifold in 8M.
A map of pairs, 1 : (X, Y) ----t (M, T) is essential if 1 is not homotopic to
a map 9 : (X, Y) ----t (M, T) such that g(X) is contained in T.
A map I: (51 x 1,51 x 81) ----t (M,T) is nondegenerate if 1 is essential
and 1* : 7r1 (51 X 1) ----t 7r1 (M) is injective.
Annulus Theorem. Let (M, T) be a Haken-manifold pair. Suppose that
1 : (51 x 1,51 x 81) ----t (M, T) is a map of pairs. If 1 is nondegenerate,
then there exists an embedding 9 : (51 X 1,51 x 81) ----t (M, T) that is
nondegenerate. Furthermore, if 11(51 x8I) is an embedding, then 9 may be
chosen so that 11(51 X8I) = gl(51 x8I)'
o
2.26 Theorem Let a and b be elements of the fundamental quandle, Q,
of a link L in 53. Then a I"V As b if and only if a and b are paths starting
on arcs in the seine component, !(, of Land K is a connected sum with
the arcs labelled a and b as connecting arcs.
Proof a I"V As b. Therefore a and b are both in the same orbit of Q and
must be on the same component of L. By lemma 2.25, we may take a
projection P which realizes a and b. We embed L so that L projects
'downwards' onto P, with the base point * 'above' L.
The centres of the arcs labeled a and b can now be 'pulled up' so that they
pass right next to *, away from the rest of the link.
Notation. We refer to the paths corresponding to the elements a and b
in the fundamental quandle as ap and bp and we refer to the loops in the
fundamental group equal to these elements as operators as ai and bz .
The elements a and b are equivalent as elements of the associated group;
therefore we must have ai homotopic to bz with the homotopy fixing the
base point. This homotopy gives us a map, I, of (51 x 1,51 x 81) into
M. The map 1 is certainly essential. As a and b are not equal as elements
of the fundamental quandle, the component 1{ is non-trivial and 7r1 (1{)
embeds into 7r1 (M), where M is the complement of L. Therefore 1 is
nondegenerate. (M, 8M) is a Haken-manifold pair. We can choose 1 so
that 11(51 x8I) is an embedding; therefore, by the Annulus Theorem, there
exists an embedding, 9 : (51 x I, 51 x 81) ----t (M, 8M) which agrees with
1 on the boundary. (51 x 1,51 x 81) is a sphere with two holes. Therefore
we have an embedding of a sphere with two holes into the complement of
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the link with the arc labeled a going through one hole and the arc labeled b
going through the other hole. As the arcs, along with the base point, were
pulled away from the rest of the link, no other arcs go through these holes.
By gluing discs onto these holes such that the arcs labeled a and b only
intersect each disc in one point, we produce an embedding of a 2-sphere into
53. Let p be a path on this ernbedded sphere going from the point where
the arc corresponding to a intersects the sphere, to *, and then to the point
where the arc labeled b intersects the sphere. By thickening the image of the
sphere, we can cut the arcs labeled a and b where they intersect the image
of the sphere and join the piece of the arc labeled a that is outside the sphere
to the piece of the arc labeled b that is outside the sphere, along the 'outside'
of the path p. We can do the same thing inside the sphere. We now have two
knots, separated from one another by the image of a sphere. As ap is not
homotopic to bp , the two knots are non-trivial and the original component
K is their connected sum, with the arcs labeled a and b as connecting arcs.
o
2.27 Corollary The fundamental quandle of a knot in 53 embeds into
the associated group if and only if the knot is prime.
o
We now consider ways of defining a normal subrack.
Normal subracks.
We wish to define a normal subrack. We want the definition of a normal
subrack to be analogous to the definition of a normal subgroup. However, for
reasons which will become apparent, it is not possible to produce a completely
analogous definition.
There are two equivalent definitions of a normal subgroup.
Definition (i). A normal subgroup, N, of a group G, is any subgroup such
that: hnh is an elernent of N for all n in Nand h in G.
Definition (ii). A normal subgroup of G is the kernel of a homomorphism
frorn G.
We first consider definition (i). There is no concept of conjugation in a
general rack. Conjugation in the operator group or the associated group
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corresponds to the rack operation. Therefore. the natural adaptation of
definition (i) to racks results in:
Definition. A normal subrack, N, of a rack R, is any subrack which is such
that:
n TEN for all n in Nand r in R.
Any subrack which satisfies this definition consists of the union of complete
orbits. In other words, this definition is simply a generalization of the defi-
nition of an orbit subrack and is redundant. We therefore turn our attention
to the second definition of a normal subgroup. There is no identity in a
general rack and the category of racks has no zero object; therefore there is
no concept of the kernel of a rack homomorphism. However, the diagonal
blocks formed by a congruence are, in some sense, analogous to a kernel. We
have seen that sometimes no diagonal blocks form subracks. Even when the
diagonal blocks do form subracks, they are often not isomorphic.
Example.
a
b
c
p
q
7'
:r
y
a
a
c
b
p
q
7'
:r
y
b
c
b
a
p
q
r
:r
y
c
b
a
c
p
q
7'
x
y
p
a
c
b
q
p
x
y
q
c
b
a
q
r
p
x
y
r
b
a
c
q
p
x
y
x
a
b
c
p
q
r
y
x
y
a
b
c
p
q
7'
y
,r
Therefore we have no hope of finding a one-to-one correspondence between
congruences on racks and certain kinds of subracks of R. However, we often
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find that the diagonal blocks do form subracks and we make the following
definition.
2.28 Definition A subrack, 5, of a rack R, is a normal subrack if there
exists a congruence on R with the elements of 5 forming the block primaries,
the block secondaries and the block operators of a single block. The normal
subracks corresponding to a congruence are said to form a complete set if
every diagonal block forms a subrack.
Every congruence does not correspond to a normal subrack and some con-
gruences correspond to several non-isomorphic normal subracks. However,
many congruences do correspond to a complete set of isomorphic subracks.
Let 5i and 5j be two equivalence classes, each containing an element from
the same orbit. By the note above definition 2.6, S, forms a subrack if and
only if 5 j forms a subrack and, under these circumstances, the subracks are
isomorphic. This gives the following result.
2.29 Proposition Let R be a rack and ~ a congruence on R. Then ~
corresponds to a complete set of isomorphic normal subracks if the quotient
is a transitive quandle.
Associated racks.
Although we can not always associate a complete set of normal subracks to
a congruence, we can associate racks (which are not necessarily subracks of
R) to congruences.
2.30 Definition Given a rack R, an element a of R and a congruence
r-;» on R, we define the ~ associated rack at a, written as ~ R a , as follows.
Elements: elements of [a] f"V •
A ti ab = aab.CIon:
2.31 Proposition The above is a well defined rack.
Proof We first need to prove that if a ~ b, then aab is an element of [a] f"V •
\ blab Ciai\..sa~ ,we lave 0 < a =0,.
Notation. We use (0,)( b) to indicate the rack operation (as defined above)
in r-;» R., and ab for the rack operation in R.
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The above satisfies the rack identity as we have:
= aaoboboaoaoaoboc
= aaoaoboc.
= aaococoaoaoaococoboboboc
aoaoboc
= a .
<>
The following is an example in which both associated racks are isomorphic
to D 3 .
a
b
c
p
q
T'
a
p
q
a
c
b
b
T'
q
p
c
b
a
c
q
p
T'
b
a
c
p
p
T'
q
a
c
b
q
q
p
c
b
a
r
q
p
T'
b
a
c
2.32 Proposition Let a and b be two elements in the same orbit of a
rack R. Then rv R a is isomorphic to rv Ri .
Proof Let w be such that a" = b.
We define A : rv R; ~ rv Rb by
b is in 07'b( a). Therefore, the cardinality of rv Ra is equal to the cardinality
of rv Rb and A is a bijection.
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Claim: A is a rack homomorphism.
Proof:
= rwoworowowosow
rosow
=r .
<>
2.33 Corollary A congruence r-:» on a rack R bas a complete set of
isomorphic associated racks if tbe quotient is a transitive quandle.
<>
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Chapter Three - Groups.
In this chapter we look at the associated group and the operator group. We
first look at the associated group of a rack and show that a group G is an
associated group of a rack R only if the associated group of the conjugation
rack, C onj (G), is isomorphic to G x N , where N is abelian. In the second
section, we show that any group can be the operator group of a quandle.
Finally we look at conditions on the operator group of a transitive quandle.
The associated group.
A group, G, is an associated group if and only if G has a presentation of
the form (S In) where S is a set of generators and n is a set of relations
containing only relations of the form:
bab = c,
where a, band c are elements of S.
This condition is presentation dependent; therefore it is not particularly
useful. We now prove that a group, G, is an associated group only if the
associated group of the conjugation rack, C onj (G) , is isomorphic to G EB N ,
where N is abelian.
3.1 Theorem A group G is an associated group only if the associated
group of Conj (G) is isomorphic to the direct product of G with an abelian
group N.
Proof By theorem 2.18, without loss of generality we may assume that G
is the associated group of an associated group reduced rack R. Therefore,
by proposition 2.19, R is a subrack of ConjAs(R).
We need to prove that there are two normal subgroups, Nand H, of
AsConj As(R) with N abelian, H isomorphic to the associated group of
R, AsConj As(R) = H N and the intersection of H with N trivial.
We first set up SOUle notation to enable us to describe the elements of
AsConjAs(R) .
We label the elements of Ii., with the letters a, b, c, ... , use juxtaposition
to indicate multiplication in the associated group of R and upper bars to
indicate inverses in the associated group of R. In other words, the ele-
merits of the associated group of R are written as words in the symbols
{ a, a, i, L. c, C, ... }. The associated group of C onj As(R) is generated by
these words (subject to certain relations). We use a circle, 0, to indicate
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multiplication in AsConj As(R) and the superscript '-1' to indicate in-
verses.
Note. The element a 0 b in AsConj As(R) is equal to the generator a
multiplied by the generator b. It is not (necessarily) equal to the element
ab 1 which is another generator.
The inverse of the element a in AsConj(R) IS equal to a-I and is not
(necessarily) equal to the element a.
Let H be the subgroup of AsConj As(R) generated by the elements of R as
a subrack of C onj A.s(R). Following the elements of R along the sequence:
I "R~As(R)~ConjAs(R)~AsConjAs(R),
we see that H is the subgroup of AsConj As(R) generated by the elements
a, b, c, . . .. This means that H is the subgroup consisting of all elements
which can be expressed in the form 1~1 0 1;2 0 ... I~n , where the Ii'S are
single letters from the set {a, b, c, ... } and e, = ±1. We call these elements
circle words.
We have the commutative diagram:
ConjAs(R) n AsConj As(R)----+
li 17r
I
ConjAs(R) Tf As(R)----+
where i is the identity map.
The elements of C onj As(R) are words in the symbols a, b, c, ... ,a, b, c, ... ,
with multiplication indicated by juxtaposition. These words are mapped,
by n' 0 i, to the corresponding words in the group As(R) . The map "7
takes the elements of C onj As(R) to their images in AsConj As(R). These
images are the generators of AsConj As(R) in a standard presentation. As
i and r7' are injective, the only one of these words in the kernel of 7r is
the word corresponding to the identity of As(R). A generator, say w, of
AsCon) As (R) (in other words. the image of an element of Con j A.s (R)) is
mapped to the identical word in As( R) .
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The map 7f is a group homomorphism; therefore we have
7f(W 0 w') = 7f(w) 07f(w')
,
=ww
and
= a.
In other words, 7f takes a word in AsConjAs(R), 'removes the circles' and
replaces inverses with bars.
Example:
7f(ab 0 b0 i:' 0 a2 ) = abbba2
= aba2 .
Claim: H, the group of circle words, is isomorphic to the associated group
of R.
Proof: the associated group of R is isomorphic to the free group on elements
of R; quotiented by the normal subgroup, N, generated by all elements of
the form cbab, where ab = c in R. Let {a, b, ... } be the generators of the
associated group of R corresponding to the elements of R. We define the
map 7f' : As(R) ----+ AsConj As(R) by:
d 'f ' d : A (R) - e i En h E { b }an ,1 W IS a wor In s ,say W - r 1 ... r n , were ri a". .. ,
Ei = ±1 and, here, r;l means r i , then
where, here, (7f'(r1))-1 means (7f'(r1))-1. To prove that 7f', as defined, is
a well defined group homomorphism from As(R) to AsConj As(R) we need
to prove that 7f'(w) is trivial for all W in N. In other words, we need to
prove that 7f'(n) is trivial in AsConj As(R) for all generators, n of N. As
we have said, all generators of N are of the form cbab, where a and bare
elements of Rand ab = c in R. If ab = c in R, then, as R is a subrack of
AsConjAs(R) ,
(
,, - I ,-1( ))(il-10T,'-1(b)) ('f-1 ,-1())
i 07] a = t 07] C
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in AsConjAs(R).
Therefore,
(TJOi,-IOTJ,-I(C))-IO(TJoi,-lor/-I(b))-IOTJ 0 i,-I 0 TJ,-I(a)oTJ 0 r:' 0 TJ,-I(b)
is equal to the identity in AsConjAs(R) , and 7r' is a well defined group
homomorphism from As(R) to AsConj As(R) . As 7r' 0 7r is equal to the
identity on the generators of As(R), 7r' 07r is the identity on As(R) and n'
is injective. By definition of the circle words, the image of 7r' is equal to H.
Therefore 7r' is an isomorphism from As(R) to H.
We have now shown that there is a subgroup of AsConj As(R) isomorphic
to the associated group of R. We now define N.
Recall the commutative diagram
ConjgAs(R)
ConjAs(R)
AsConjgAs(R)
As(R).
We define N to be the kernel of 7r. This means that the elements in ker( 7r)
are precisely those elements of AsConj As(R) which become trivial when we
rernove the circles and replace w-1 with w.
Examples.
The following elements are in ker( 7r)
a 0 a,
ab 0 b 0 b2 0 a
and
ab 0 L» «:',
We have now explicitly described two subgroups, Nand H. H is the sub-
group consisting of all circle words and N is the subgroup containing all
words which reduce to the identity when we remove the circles and replace
w- I with w. N is normal as it is the kernel of tt . We have also shown that
7r restricted to H is an isomorphism. Therefore no non-trivial element of H
is in the kernel of tt and the intersection of H with N is trivial.
We now show that the product of H with N is the whole of AsConj A.s(R).
Claim: A.sConjAs(R) = H N.
Proof: any element of AsConj As(R) corresponds to a circle word, obtained
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by replacing any occurrence of a barred element, say a, with the correspond-
ing inverse element, a-I, and putting circles between all the elements. For
example, the element ab 0 c2 0 s:' corresponds to a 0 b- I 0 C 0 co s:», Let
W be an element of AsConj As(R). We write w' for the circle word corre-
sponding to w. As WW ,- I is in N, the kernel of 1r, and w' is an element of
H, any element, say w, of AsConj As(R), is equal to n 0 h where n equal
to w 0 W'-l , is an element of ker(1r), and h = co' , an element of H.
We now prove that H is a normal subgroup of AsConj As(R) and that N
is abelian by showing that N is in the centre of AsConj As( R) .
We first need to consider the relations in AsConj As(R). These are all of
the form:
where wand 11 are generators. As an element of C onj As(R), co!", by
definition, is equal to IlWIl; therefore the relations in AsConjAs(R) are all
of the form:
- -1-1Ilw 11 = 11 0 w 0 11·
We have a relation of this form for all pairs of generators wand 11 of
AsConj As(R). In other words when we conjugate generators, we can re-
move the circles and replace inverse elements by the corresponding barred
elements.
Note. If wand 11 are generators of AsConjAs(R) , then cc!", equal to IlWIl
in C onj As(R), is also be a generator.
Now, let w be a generator of AsConj As(R) and let w' = W~I 0 W~2 0 ... 0 w~n
be a typical word in N, with Wi a generator of AsConjAs(R) and e, = ±1.
Then:
where w:- I means Wi where appropriate. However, as w' is in the kernel of tt ,
z
when we remove the circles and replace inverse elements by the corresponding
barred elements. .o' becomes trivial. Therefore,
-En -EI 0 0 WeI 0 0 Wen = WW n 0 ... 0 WI W ' . . n
for all generators wand N is in the centre of AsConj As(R) .
o
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It is not known (to our knowledge) if the associated group of C onj (G) being
isomorphic to G x N, where N is abelian, is a sufficient condition for G to
be the associated group of a rack R. We make the following conjecture:
Conjecture. If AsConj (G) rv G x N, where N is abelian, then G is the
associated group of a rack R.
If the associated group of Conj (G) is isomorphic to G x N, where N is
abelian, then the most likely candidate for a rack R with associated group
G is the subrack of Conj (G) consisting of all elements of the conjugacy
classes of the generators of the image of G in the abelianisation of G x N .
We now turn our attention to the operator group.
The operator group.
Any group can be an operator group. We prove this by taking an arbitrary
group, G, and constructing a rack, R, with operator group isomorphic to
G. In fact, as the rack we construct is a quandle, we prove that any group
can be the operator group of a quandle.
3.2 Theorem Any group, G, can be an operator group.
Proof Let G be an arbitrary group, A and B sets with elements in one-
to-one correspondence correspondence with elements of G and 0' and j3 the
bijections
and j3 : B -----+ G.
We define R as follows. The elements of R are the elements in the disjoint
union of the sets A and B.
The action is given by:
ab = 0'-1 (O'(a) 0 j3(b))
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r in R, a in A.
b in B, a in A..
i. b' in B.
Example. Let G be 56. We use the symbols {a, b, c, d, e, f } to refer to
the elements of the set 56, where the group table is:
a b c d e f
a a b c d e f
b b c a e f d
c c a b f d e
d d f e a c b
e e d f b a c
f f e d c b a
We use the same symbols to refer to the elements of the set A above and
dashes to indicate the corresponding elements in the set B. The above
process produces the following rack.
a b c d e f a' b' c' d' e' f'
a a a a a a a a b c d e f
b b b b b b b b c a e f d
c c c c c c c c a b f d e
d d d d d d d d f e a c b
e e e e e e e e d f b a c
f f f f f f f f e d c b a
a' a' a' a' a' a' a' a' a' a' a' a' a'
b' b' b' b' b' b' b' b' b' b' c' c' c'
c' c' c' c' c' c' c' c' c' c' b' b' bi
d' d' d' d' d' d' d' d' e' f' d' f' e'
f' f' e' f' e' e' e' e' f' d' f' e' d'
f' f' ff f' f' f' ff ff d' (" [' d' f'
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Claim: the above definition satisfies the rack identity.
Proof: we need to prove that (r"), = s*r*s*.
The operators corresponding to the elements in the set A are trivial and the
elements of the set A form complete orbits of R. Therefore the rack identity
is satisfied for all elements of the form a'" and b" , where a and a' are in A
and b is in B. Therefore it is sufficient to prove that (b,b) = (b)*(b')*(b)*.
b --- *b' = {3-1 ({3( b) 0 (3( b') 0 (3( b)) ; therefore,
ab'b = 0'-1 (O'(a) 0 (3(b) 0 (3(b') 0 (3(b)).
We also have:
gIvIng:
abb' = 0'-1 (O'(a) 0 (3(b) 0 (3(b')).
Therefore we have:
abb'b = 0'-1 (O'(a) 0 (3(b) 0 (3(b') 0 (3(b)).
In other words, the action of bib on elements in the set A is equal to the
action of the element bb' b on those elements.
b"b,b = {3-1 ( [(3(b) 0 (3(b') 0 (3(b)] -1 0 (3(b") 0 (3(b) 0 (3(b') 0 (3(b))
= (3 -1 (13 (b) 0 {3( b') 0 {3( b) 0 (3(b") 0 (3(b) 0 (3(b') 0 (3 (b) ) .
We have:
b"b = {3-1 ({3(b) 0 (3(b") 0 (3(b)).
Therefore,
b"bb' = {3-1 ({3(b') 0 (3(b) 0 (3(b") 0 (3(b) 0 (3(b'))
and we have:
b"bb'b = {3-1 ((3(b) 0 (3(b') 0 (3(b) 0 (3(b") 0 (3(b) 0 (3(b') 0 (3(b)).
Therefore, the action of b' b on elements in the set B is equal to the action
of the element bb' b on those elements and R, as defined, is a rack.
Claim: the operator group of R is isomorphic to G.
Proof: the elements in the set A are trivial as operators. Therefore the
operator group of R is generated by the elements of B. The action of the
operator b; b~ on the elements of A. is given by post multiplication, of the
image of the element» of A in G, by the element d( b) 0 /3( b'). The action of
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the operator b; b~ on the elements of B is given by conjugation, of the image
of the elements of B in G, by the element (3( b) 0 (3( b
'). Therefore, the map
taking b, to l3(b) is a group homomorphism from the operator group of R
to G. As this 111ap is a bijection, it is an isomorphism.
The construction above produces a rack with at least two orbits. Not every
group can be the operator group of a transitive quandle. The operator group
of a transitive quandle has a conjugacy class containing a generating set for
the group. We have the following result.
3.3 Proposition The operator group, G, of a transitive quandle is equal
to [G, G] ( 9 ), where 9 is an operator corresponding to an element of the
rack.
Proof Let the elements of R be labeled a, b. . .. G is generated by the
elements a*, b*, .... Let r be an element of R with r * = g. R is transitive;
therefore for all a in R there exists W a , in G, with r W a = a. In other words
we have:
Therefore, we have:
and G is equal to [G, G] ( 9 ) .
--16
Chapter Four - Expansions and extensions.
Chapter two looked at the way in which congruences simplify the structure
of large racks. In this chapter we look at ways of creating large racks from
smaller racks. We first look at expansions of racks. An expansion of a rack
R is created by using a rack diagram for R as a 'framework to place blocks
into. This process creates a new rack which has a quotient rack isomorphic
to R. An example of an expansion of a rack R is the cartesian product of
R with any other rack S. We study this example in detail. We show that,
although the operator group of R x S is not necessarily equal to the direct
product of the operator groups of Rand S, the derived subgroup of the
operator group of R x S, where Rand S are transitive quandles, is equal to
the direct product of the derived subgroup of the operator group of R with
the derived subgroup of the operator group of S.
It is not possible to place blocks randomly into a framework. We study ways
of placing rotation blocks into a framework, given by a rack R, and give
conditions on these blocks which ensure that the result is a rack.
A second way of creating a larger rack from a given rack is to simply add
more elements to the rack; the original rack becomes a subrack of the new
rack. The second part of this chapter shows how to use this method to create
a rack in which all elements of the operator group appear as elements.
Expansions of racks.
4.1 Definition A rack, H"; is a "-I expansion of a rack, R, if there is a
congruence "-I on Re such that R" quotiented by "-I is isomorphic to R.
If the particular congruence, "-I, is obvious or unspecified, we simply call R"
an expansion of R.
An expansion of a rack R is created by using a rack diagram of R as a
'framework and placing blocks into this 'framework'. Formally, we take a
set of sets {A, B, C, ... } with a bijection A : {A, B, C, ... } -----+ R s . If
A(B) is an clement of o7>b(A(A)) , then the cardinality of B must equal the
cardinality of A. The elements of the expansion rack, Re, are the elements
in the disjoint union A U B U CU. . .. The action is such that an element
of A, as an operator, takes an element of B to an element of C, where
A(B)A(A) == A(C) in R.
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The next three sections look at examples of classes of expansion racks. The
first section shows how the cartesian product, R x S, defined in [F-R], can
be constructed by expanding either R or S; the second looks at expanding
trivial racks to produce very abelian racks and the third section looks at
operator equivalent expansions.
The cartesian product.
An example of an expansion of any rack, R, is the cartesian product of R
with any other rack S. The rack diagram of R x S is constructed by using
the rack diagram of R as a 'framework' to stick together blocks which 'look
like'S.
Example.
The cartesian product of the dihedral rack, D 3 ,
with the cyclic rack, R2 ,
a
b
c
a
a
c
b
b
c
b
a
x y
c
b
a
c
is as follows:
x
y
y
x
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y
x
I p q r s t
I
p
q
r
s
t
r t s
t s r
s r t
I q p
q p I
p I q
r t s
t s r
s r t
1 q p
q p 1
p I q
Formally, we define this expansion of R (which we call Re for the moment)
as follows. We take sets A, B, ... with a bijection p,
p : {A, B, ... } ----+ R s ,
together with a set of bijections (J" A, (J" B, ... ,
(J"A: A----+S
(J"B: B ----+ S
Notation. The symbol A B refers to the set C where
p(A)p(B) = p(C)
in R. Under these circumstances we also often denote (J"C by (J" AB . We now
define the rack action as follows:
let a be an element of A and b an element of B.
a b = (J"AB- 1 ((J"A(a)I7 B (b) ) .
4.2 Proposition This construction gives a rack on the disjoint union of
the sets A, B, ., ..
Proof Let a, band c be elements of Re with a E A, b E B, and c E C.
We have:
-19
and
As R is a rack, we have:
( ) C1 C ( C) C1 B ( b)lT C (C) ( )C1B(b)CTC(C)(}A a =(}A a
and, as
p(A)P(C)P(B)P(C) = p(A)p(B)p(C) ,
we have a ABC = a ACBc.
In other words
<>
4.3 Proposition This construction gives the cartesian product.
Proof We constructed this rack, R"; by placing blocks into a rack diagram
for R. Therefore, we have a surjective homomorphism, T, from R" to R,
given by:
T(a) = p(A) where a is an element of A.
The sets A, B, ... partition R~; therefore we have a well defined map from
R~ to S given by
ip : T ----* a A (T) where T is an element of A.
Claim: !p is a rack homomorphism.
Proof: let a be in A and b in B. We have:
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Therefore we may label each element r of R" as (T(r), y(r)) .
Claim: this expression for 7' is unique.
Proof: say T( 7') = T( 7"). Then 7' and r' are both contained within a single
block formed under I"V r. As ip is a bijection when restricted to a single block
formed under I"V r , we must have c.p(r) =I- c.p(r').
The maps T and c.p are rack homomorphisms. Therefore we have T (rr') =
T(r) r( r') and ip (rr') = c.p( r )<P( r'). Therefore,
( T (r r' ) , .p (rr' ) )
( T (r)r( r' ) , ip (r)<p( r' ) ) .
As the following result shows, constructing the cartesian product in this way
enables us to see that the operator group of R x S is a subgroup of the direct
Sl1111 of the operator group of R with the operator group of S.
4.4 Proposition The operator group of R x S is a subgroup of the direct
SUlll of the operator group of R with the operator group of S.
Proof We label the elements of R using the symbols r1, rz, ,ri, ... ,i E I
and the elements of S using the symbols 81, 82, ... ,8 j, ,j E J. Using
the above construction to create the cartesian product, we can see that the
rack diagram for R x S may by written as follows:
'l" rl S 81
I 1 , '- 1
7' r1 8 821 , 2
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r r2 8 821 , 1
By inspection, each operator, (Ti, 3j)*, can be written as the composition of
two maps, The first of these, which we call fTi , 'moves the elements into the
right blocks'. In other words, as a permutation,
i-, = ((T1,31)(T1Ti,31)(T1TiTi,31) )
((T2,31)(T2Ti,31)(T2TiTi,31) )
The second map, which we call gSj , 'rnixes the elements within the blocks'.
In other words, as a permutation,
9Sj ( ( 1'1 , 31 ) ( 7'1 , 31 Sj ) (1'1 , 31 Sj Sj ) )
((1'1,32)(1'1, 32 Sj )(1'1, 32 SjSj) )
The action of fTi , on the set of elements
{ (1', 3) I r is in R, 3 fixed},
is equal to the action of (Td* on these elements, under the identification
(1',3) t-----+ T. Therefore, there is a group isomorphism from the operator
group of R to the group generated by the maps [«, given by (Td* 1-----* fTi .
Similarly we have an isomorphism from the the operator group of S to the
group generated by the maps gj given by (3j)* 1-----* gSj' The maps i-,
commute with the maps tl», , since conjugating fTi by gSj just reorders the
cycles in the permutation i«. Therefore, the operator group of R x S,
generated by all elements of the form:
r, E R, 3 j E S,
is the subgroup of the direct sum, Op(R) x Op(S), generated by the following
set:
o
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The operator group of the cartesian product is not necessarily the whole of
the direct sum of the two original operator groups. The following is an exam-
ple of a transitive quandle, equal to the cartesian product of two transitive
quanclles, with operator group not equal to the whole of the direct sum of
the operator groups of the two cartesian factors.
a
b
c
p
q
.f
y
z
a
a
c
b
x
z
y
p
T
q
b
c
b
a
z
y
x
7'
q
p
c
b
a
c
y
x
z
q
p
r
p
x
z
y
p
r
q
a
c
b
q
z
y
x
q
p
c
b
a
r
y
x
z
q
p
r
b
a
c
x
p
r
q
a
c
b
x
z
y
y
q
p
c
b
a
y
x
z
q
p
r
b
a
c
y
x
z
This is the cartesian product D 3 x D 3 . The operator group of D 3 is the
symmetric group 8 6 . Let
A={a,;3,,}
be the set of elements of 8 6 corresponding to elements in one copy of D 3
ancllet
B = { A, !-L, u }
be the set of elements of 8 6 corresponding to elements in the other copy of
D 3 . (The elelnents in A and B are subject to the appropriate relations.)
The operator group, G. of the product is the subgroup of 8 6 x 8 6 generated
by the delnents eo 71 where e is any element of A. and 71 any element of B.
The elements of A.. considered as elements of the direct sum, commute with
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the elements of B, considered as elements of the direct sum. Therefore, any
element of G can be expressed as 'l/J 0 cP where 'l/J is a word in elements of
A and cP a word in elements of B. As the operator group is generated by
the elements e0 77 (as above), the exponent of 'l/J must equal the exponent
of cP and the unreduced length of 'l/J must equal the unreduced length of
cP· A product of n elements of A or B has order two if n is odd and has
order three, or is equal to the identity, if n is even. Cancellation can occur
in the expression 'l/J 0 cP, but the length of the reduced word corresponding
to 'l/J is equal to the length of the reduced word corresponding to cP mod
two. Therefore, all elements (apart from the identity) in G have order two
or three. In particular, G contains no element of order six and can not be
the direct sum 56 x 56.
The operator group is the whole of the direct sum if either R or 5 contains
an identity operator or if there is an element (r, s) with (Irl, lsi) = 1.
Although the operator group of the cartesian product, R x 5, of two transi-
tive quandles is not necessarily equal to the direct product of the two operator
groups, the derived subgroup of the operator group of the cartesian prod-
uct of two transitive quandles is equal to the direct product of the derived
subgroups of the operator groups of the two quandles.
4.5 Theorem Let R be the cartesian product of transitive quandles,
R = A x B x .. '. The derived subgroup of the operator group of R is equal
to the direct product of tile derived subgroups of the operator groups of the
cartesian euuunends.
Proof The operator group of R is a subgroup of the direct product of the
operator groups of the cartesian summands by proposition 4.4.
Notation. To avoid messy notation, we identify the group Op(A) with the
corresponding subgroup of the direct product Op(A) E9 Op(B) E9 ... ; we write
a; to mean a; 0 idop(B) 0 .... We also identify G, the operator group of R,
with the image of G as a subgroup of the direct product Op(A)E90p(B)E9' .. ,
as described in proposition 4.4.
G is a subgroup of Op(A) E9 Op(B) E9 .... Therefore [G, G] is a subgroup
of
[Op(A) E9 Op(B) E9 ... , Op(A) E9 Op(B) E9"']
which is equal to [Op(A.) , Op(A)] E9 [Op(B), Op(B)] E9 .... Therefore, it
is sufficient to prove that [Op( A), Op(A)] is contained in [G. G].
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The elements a*, where a is in A, generate the operator group of A. There-
fore, [Qp(A) , Qp(A)] is the normal closure, in Qp(A) , of the group gener-
ated by all elements of the form [a*, (a')*], where a and a' are in A. Let
w be an clement of the operator group of A. The elements or' and (a')-...i
are both elements of A. Therefore,
= [x*, Y* ],x,y E A.
This means that the group generated by all elements of the form [a* , (a')* ],
where a and a' are in A, is normal in Qp(A) and it is sufficient to prove
that [a*, (a')*] is in [G, G] for all a and a' in A.
Claim: [a*, (a') *] is in [G, G] for all a and a' in A.
Proof: G is generated by all elements of the form a; 0 b; 0 .. " where a is an
element of A, b is an element of B, ... . Let 7rA, ttB, '" be the surjective
homomorphisms from R to the racks A, B, ... . Let r be an element of R
such that 7rA(T) = a'. We prove that [a*, (a')*] E [G, r'*], for all a in A.
The proof that the operator group of a cartesian product is a subgroup of
the direct product of the cartesian summands shows that:
r'* = (7rA(T)) * 0 (7rB(r)) * 0 '" .
The element of Qp(A) EB Qp(B) EB··· given by a; 0 (7rB(r))* 0 ( 7rc (r )) * 0'"
is an element of G. Therefore
is all element of [G , r; ]. We have T* = r; 0 idop(B) 0 idop(c) o· .. ; therefore
this commutator is equal to [a*, (7rA)* ], in other words, [a*, (a')*].
The cartesian product can be interpreted geometrically (in a rather unnatural
way).
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The cartesian product of two fundamental racks of knots.
We now give a geometric interpretation of the cartesian product of the fun-
damental racks of two unframed links in S3. The case for framed links in
similar.
Let Rand R' be two classical racks corresponding to links Land L' in S3 .
We now show how to describe the cartesian product geometrically.
We first need a definition.
4.6 Definition Let L be a link in S3 and let R be the fundamental rack
of L. We define Rev(R) to be the rack obtained by reversing all the paths
and loops in the definition of R. In other words, the elements of Rev(R) are
classes of paths from the base point to a point on a neighbourhood of L \ the
operators are the inverses of the appropriate operators in R and the action
is given by premultiplrcation.
Rev( R) is clearly isomorphic to R.
Given two links in the same manifold, with fundamental racks Rand R' , we
define RL,L', a rack isomorphic to the cartesian product R x R' as follows:
Elements: homotopy classes of paths, from a point on N(L), to a point
on N(L') via the base point, *, where the homotopy
fixes * and may move the starting point around in N(L)
and the end point around in N (L'). The path from L to
* must not link with L' and the path from * to L'
must not link with L.
Each of these elements corresponds to an ordered pair, (a, x), where a is an
element of R and x is an element of Rev(R'). There is a map from this set
of elements to the direct product of the operator groups of Rand R' , given
by:
where a; is the operator corresponding to a In Rand z , is the operator
corresponding to .1' in Rev(R' ) .
Action: (a, .1')(b,y) = (a 0 b*, Y* 0 .r}.
In other words, (a,.r)(b,y) is the path that starts on N(L), follows a to *.
goes around b*, around Y* and finally along the path .r to N (L') .
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(a,x)(b,y) = (ab,x Y), where a, band ab are elements of R and x, y and
xY are elements of Rev(R'); therefore, RL,L' is isomorphic to the cartesian
product R x R' .
We now consider racks with abelian operator groups.
Very abelian racks.
Corollary 2.13 states that all very abelian racks are congruent to trivial racks
under I"VOp ' Any rack is congruent to a trivial rack under the congruence l"V a ,
the partition into orbits. In the case of very abelian racks, l"V a is less than
I"VOp and the orbit blocks are rotation blocks. The blocks formed under l"V a
are such that the set of block secondaries is equal to the set of block primaries.
Therefore, if B is a rotation block formed under l"V a , with primaries and
secondaries forming a set X and operators forming a set Y, the operators
in Yare each given by an element of Sx, the symmetric group on X. We
have the following:
4.7 Proposition Let B be a block formed under l"V a on a very abelian
rack. Let X be the set of block secondaries and Y the set of block operators.
Then the element of S X corresponding to the block operators has cycle
pattern:
(.......) (.......) ... (....... ) ...
'-v-" '-v-" '-v-"
Tn elements Tn elements Tn elements
The block operators in Yare either trivial or do not stabilize any elements
of X.
Proof Let w be an operator in Y, with cycle pattern
Let
(.......) ( ....... )
'-v-" '-v-"
nl elements n2 elements
(.......)
'-v-"
n r elements
(....... ) (....... )
'-v-" '-v-"
ni elements nj elements
be part of the cycle pattern for w. We label the elements of X using letters:
0,1,0,2, ... ,ai,'" where i E la, b1,b2 , ..• ,bj , ... , where j E lb, ... so
that (*) becomes (0,1,0,2, ... )( b1 , b2 , ... ). The elements in X form an orbit.
Therefore there exists an operator 1/ taking 0,1 to b1 . The operator group
is abelian so 1/ commutes with w. In other words vwv = w. As v takes
0,1 to b1 , 1/ Blust take a; to b, for all i. The map u is a bijection so n,
Blust equal 71,). For the second part, assume w fixes an element, say a, in
X. Then for any b in X there exists an operator v with a" = b. Therefore
W
V
= w must fix b.
<>
We now consider ways of placing rotation blocks into a trivial framework,
Tn, to create a very abelian rack. In other words, we take a set of sets
S = { A, B, ... } , with a bijection ex : S ---t Tn, and create a new 'potential'
rack, T" , whose elements are elements of the disjoint union A U BU . . . .
For each ordered pair, (B,A), we take a permutation, 7r(B,A), in SA, the
symmetric group on A. The action in T" is given by:
a
b
= 7r(B, A)(a), a E A, b E B.
If R is a very abelian rack, we know that, for a fixed set A, the permutations
7r(B, A) for all B, lie in an abelian subgroup of SA, the symmetric group
on A. Let G be any abelian subgroup of SA. We now show that we may
pick any clements from G for the permutations 7r(A, A), 7r(B, A), ... , to
produce a rack.
4.8 Proposition Under the above conditions, T" is a very abelian rack
if and only if, for a fixed A, the pennutations 7r( B, A) all lie in an abelian
subgroup of SA.
Proof Certainly all very abelian results satisfy the above condition. There-
fore it remains to prove that a diagram created as above, which satisfies the
stated condition, describes a rack. Let G be an abelian subgroup of SA
and let 7r(A, A), 7r(B, A), ... be permutations in G. The sets A, B, ...
partition the elements of 'I" into orbits. Therefore, when checking the sec-
ond form of the rack identity, (a b ) * = b;a*b*, we may restrict our attention
to the action of operators on elements of A. As these sets correspond to
the partition of R" into orbits, for all a in A and B in S, ab = a' where
a' is in A and b is in B. The action of all elements of A on elements
of A is given by the permutation 7r(A, A). Therefore we need to show that
7r(B, A)7r(A, A)7r(B, A) = 7r(A, A) for all B. The permutation 7r(B, A) C0111-
mutes with 7r(A, A) giving the result.
<>
Operator equivalent expansions.
The last sf'ction looked at how rotation blocks can be used to expand trivial
racks. This section looks at ways in which we can use rotation blocks to
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expand arbitrary racks.
1]sing rotation blocks to expand an arbitrary rack, R, produces a new rack,
R" , which is congruent to R under a congruence which is less than operator
group equivalence. This congruence is not equal to operator group equiva-
lence if the original rack, R, contains two (or more) equivalent operators,
say r, and rj, and identical rotation and trivial blocks are placed in the
columns corresponding to r, and rJ· ; in this case, ~ is a quotient of Rr- o»
lying between R and ~.
rro»
If '" is a congruence which is less than operator group equivalence on a rack
R, we say that R is an operator equivalent expansion of ~.
It is not possible to use a random assortment of rotation blocks to expand
an arbitrary rack. We now give conditions on the blocks under which the
blocks form a rack when placed in a framework corresponding to a rack R.
We do this by placing arbitrary rotation blocks into a framework given by
R to create a potential rack, R'", and obtaining conditions under which the
rack law holds in Re.
Notation. We refer to the elements of R using letters a, b, ... and symbols
such as ab . Let A, B, ... be the sets used to form the expansion rack, with
the bijection, A : {A, B, C, ... } ---7 R s , taking A to a, B to b, .... We
use the symbols aI, a2, ... ,ai, ... , where i E I a , bl , b2, ,bj , ... where j
is in Ib' '" , to refer to the elements of the sets A, B, respectively. For
all b in orbR (a), we HUlst have lIb I= IIa I. If ab = c in R, we often refer to
Ci as (ab)i' The permutation, tt , which is such that:
( ) ( bj ) (b)ai = a rr( i) ,
we call 7r(b,a).
(7r depends on the labeling of the elements of R": We now fix this labeling.)
4.9 Theorem R" as above is a rack if and only if, for all a, band c in
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Proof Let a. , bj and Ck be elements of Re. We have
(abc) 1r(c,a b)1r(b,a)(i) •
As R is a rack, we have acbc = abc; therefore Re is a rack if and only if
Notes.
(i) The operator group of R" is a central extension of the operator group of
R.
(ii) The permutations 7['( b, a) depend on the labeling of the elements of the
rack R": We now consider the effect of relabeling some elements. Say we
relabel the elements {Cl' C2, ... } so that the element labeled Ci, under the
original labeling, becomes the element C¢>(i) , for some permutation cP. The
elements Cl, C2, ... are equivalent as operators. Therefore the only permu-
tations affected by this relabeling are those corresponding to blocks which
have the Ci'S as primary or secondary elements. These are the permutations
7['( d. c) and 7['( d, cd), for any d.
Say, under the original ordering, we have
d· (d)C/ = C 1ro ( d,c)( i )"
Then, under the new ordering, we have
c: j = (c¢>- 1 (i) )d j under the original ordering,
= (c d ) 1ro ( d,c)oet> - l ( i )"
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Therefore, the value of 7r( d, c), under the new ordering, is equal to 7r0 (d, c) 0
4J-I.
Say, under the original ordering, we have
( d d·c )i) = (c)1r
o
( d,cd)( i r
Then, under the new ordering, we have
Therefore, the value o~ 7r(d, cd), under the new ordering, is equal to ¢ 0
7ro(d, cd), where 7ro(d, cd) is the value of 7r(d, cd) under the original ordering.
The above implies that, if c has q-order one, under the new ordering we have
7r(c, c) = ¢ 0 7ro(c, c) 0 ¢-l.
Rearranging certain sets of elements allows us to simplify the structure of
operator equivalent expansion racks.
4.10 Proposition Let R" be an operator equivalent expansion of a rack
R, with notation as in theorem 4.9. Then, if a has q-order one in R, there
is an ordering and corresponding labelling of the elements of Re which is
such that 7r(a, a) = 7r(b, b), for all b in orbR(a).
Proof Let b, be an element of orb( al ). Then there exists a word w in the
operator group of Re such that a'l = bi . Therefore, as w is a bijection, we
can relabel the elements {b I , bz, ... } such that ai w = bi.
As a.'" = bi, we have (bd* = (ai)* conjugated by w. The cycle pattern
corresponding to the operator (ai)* contains the permutation 7r(a, a). When
we conjugate this by w, to obtain the permutation corresponding to (b i)*,
we replace each occurrence of the symbol a, by the symbol bi , since w is
such that a, is sent to b. . Therefore, the cycle(s) corresponding to 7r( b, b)
in the operator (b i)* are equal to the cycle( s) corresponding to 7r( a, a) in
the operator (ad*. Repeating this process for any other set of elements. say
{Cl' Cz, ... }, changes all permutations 7r(d, c) and 7r(d, cd), by note(ii) below
theorem d.D. For this to affect 7r(b,b), we must have cb equal to b in R.
As b is in orbi a) and a has q-order one, by proposition 2.7 we have bb = b.
Therefore, 7r( b, b) is not affected by the re-ordering of the set {CI' Cz, ... }
and we have the result.
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4.11 Proposition Let R be a transitive rack and let 7T(a, a) = 7T for all
eieiuenis a of R s . Then, if the elements are re-ordered as described above,
for all elements a and b in R s we have
[ 7T , 7Tb] = id.
Proof This follows from theorem 4.9 as a = b gives:
<>
Extensions of racks.
A second way of creating a larger rack from a smaller one is to simply add
more elements. The original rack then appears as a subrack of the new rack.
We call a rack created in this wayan extension of R.
4.12 Definition A rack, Rex, is an extension of a rack R if R is a subrack
of Rex, and the elements of R form one or more complete orbits of Rex.
We now show that it is possible to construct an extension, Rex, of any rack
R, such that all elements of the operator group of R appear as elements in
R':", We say that a rack containing elements corresponding to all elements
of the operator group is a complete rack.
Complete racks.
4.13 Definition An element, g, of the operator group of a rack, is a
realized operator if there is an element a of the rack such that a; is equal
to g.
4.14 Definition
group are realized.
R is a complete rack if all elements of the operator
A complete rack in which no two elements are equal as operators is said to
be a strictly complete rack.
4.15 Proposition R is a strictly complete rack if and only if R 1S 1S0-
morpliic to C 077) (G). where G is a group with a trivial centre.
Proof Let R be equal to C onj (G) where G has a. trivial centre. Then R
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has no equivalent operators and the map from G to I nn( G) is a isomor-
phism. Therefore all operators are realized.
Let R be a strictly complete rack. R has no equivalent operators; therefore
"'~p is equal to R and, by proposition 2.15, R is a subrack of Conj(G) ,
where G is the operator group of R. The rack R has no equivalent oper-
ators. Therefore the centre of the operator group is trivial by proposition
2.120
4.16 Definition Let R be a rack. A minimal complete extension of R is
a complete extension of R such that the only repeated operators are those
originally contained in R.
Given a rack, R, with R; = { al, a2, ... } , we now show how to extend R to
create a minimal complete extension of R with the same operator group as
R.
4.17 Theorem Any rack R has a minimal complete extension which has
the senie operator group as R.
Proof Let R be an arbitrary rack. Let G be the operator group of R. We
now construct a complete extension, RC, of R. We do this by 'adding in'
operators, {Wl' W2, ... }, which correspond to all elements w, in the operator
group of R, which are not realized in R. The action of each Wi on all the
original elements of R is dictated by the value of Wi as Wi is an element of
the operator group of R. We must ensure that the action of the ai's on the
new elements, {Wi}, which changes the permutations corresponding to the
ai's as operators, does not change the the operator group. We also need to
define the action of the new elements on themselves so as not to change the
irnage of these elements in the operator group of R.
Let A be a set of elements in one-to-one correspondence with elements of
R; and let p : A --7 R; be the bijection. Let n be a set of elements in
one- to-one correspondence with elements of G \ { (p(a)) *' (p(b) ) *' ... } and
let 11 : n --7 G \ { (p(a)) *' (p(b)) *' ... } be the bijection. The elements of
R C are the elements in the disjoint union of A with n. Let a and b be
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elements of A and wand 1/ elements of n. We define the rack operation on
RC as follows:
where p(a)p(b) = p(c) in R.
where p(a )JL(II) = p(d) in R.
where (p(b))~l 0 J.L(w) 0 (p(b))* = J.L(T) in G.
where f-L(v)-l 0 p,(w) 0 f-L(v) = J.L(K-) in G.
We need to ensure that the above operations are well defined. The first two
certainly are. For the third we must check that (p(b)) ~ 1 0 f-L(w) 0 (p(b)) *
is an element of G \ { (p(a)) *' (p(b)) *' ... } for all w in nand b in Rs .
Assume not. Then we have (p(b))~l 0 p,(w) 0 (p(b))* = (p(c))*, where c is
an element of R. Therefore, we have (p(b)) * 0 (p(c)) * 0 (p(b)) ~1 = p,(w). Say
p(c)p(b) = p(d) in R. Then we have (p(d))* = (p(b))* 0 (p(c))* 0 (p(b))~l in
G and, therefore, p,(w) = (p(d)) * in G; contradicting the definition of n.
Therefore (p(b))~loIL(W)O(p(b))*isanelementofG\{ (p(a))*, (p(b))*, ... }.
The proof that the fourth part of the definition of the rack operation is well
defined is similar.
Claim: RC, as defined above, is a rack.
Proof: we need to check the rack identity. We use the second form and check
that (7's) * = 5*1'*5* for all r and 5 in RC. The sets A and n each contain
elements forming complete orbits of R": Therefore we may check that the
action of (1' s)* on elements of A is equal to the action of 5*1'*5* on elements
of A and that the action of (1' s ) * on elements of n is equal to the action of
5*7'*",* on elements of n.
Case one: ab = c E A.
The map p from elements of A to elements of R is a rack homomorphism.
Therefore the action of (a b ) * on elements of A is equal to the action of
b* a; b; on elements of A.
The action of any element, a, of A on elements of n is given by:
u..-,a = TEn,
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where (p(a))~l 0 J-L(w) 0 (p(a))* = J-L(T) in G.
We have ab = c, where p(a)p(b) = p(c) in R. Therefore the action of c on
elements of n is given by:
where (p(c))~1 0 J-L(w) 0 (p(c))* = J-L(v) in G. As p(c) = p(a)p(b) in R. we
have (p(c)) * = (p(b)) ~ 1 0 (p(a)) * 0 (p(b)) * in G. Therefore,
v = fl- I ((p(b))~1 0 (p(a))~1 0 (p(b)). 0 fl(w) 0 (p(b))~1 0 (p(a)). 0 (p(b)).)
and the action of c = ab is equal to the action of (b*)-1 0 a; 0 b.
Case two: a" = d E A.
We have J-L( 1/) is a word in the elements (p(a)) *' (p(b)) *' ... ; therefore ex-
tending the above reasoning to J-L( 1/) gives the result.
Case three: w b = TEn.
The action of w b on elements of A and on elements of n is equal to the
action of (b );1 0 IL(w) 0 (b)* by definition.
Case four: W V = K, En.
Again, as J-L( 1/) is a word in the elements (p(a)) *' (p(b)) * 1 ••• we may extend
the above reasoning to IL( 1/) to give the result.
Claim: The operator group of RC is isomorphic to G.
Proof: we have a map, a, from elements of RC as operators to G given by
a(a) = (p(a)) * where a E A
and
a(w) = J-L(w) where wEn.
By definition of the action of the elements of RC, this map is a group homo-
morphism and, by definition of the set n, it is a bijection.
<>
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Chapter five - Representations of racks.
Any rack, R, has a quotient, ""~e' which is isomorphic to a subrack of
Conj As(R). A conjugation rack is simply a group G, together with the ac-
tion of I nn( G) on G and the natural map from G to I nn(G). Conjugation
racks are easy to work with as multiplication in the group corresponds to
multiplication of the rack elements as operators. In other words, if a and
bare clements of a group G, then, in Conj(G) , (ab)* = a*b*. However,
conjugation racks are quandles and elements of the centre of the group act
trivially. If we consider a classical rack, R, as a conjugation rack, by looking
at .JL or ---.B:.-, we lose all information regarding the framing of the knot
"" A e "" 0 p
and encounter problems if the knot is a connected sum. We now look at an
alternative way of thinking about racks, first used to describe quandles, in
[ .J ] by .Joyce, which allows us to use groups to describe any rack, rather
than a quotient of any rack. The method works most naturally for transitive
racks. A transitive rack can be thought of as a homogeneous G-set together
with a map from clements of the set to G, where G is either the associated
group of the rack or the operator group of the rack. We make use of the
well known fact that any homogeneous G -set is isomorphic to a coset space,
~ , for some subgroup H. Describing racks in this way is more technically
complicated than looking at conjugation racks because the map from cosets
of H as primary elements to cosets of H as operators does not respect mul-
tiplication. We introduce a further complication by using left cosets rather
than right cosets. This means that the natural map from the group G to
the group of operators is an anti-isomorphism, rather than an isomorphism;
in other words, ab acts as b then a. However, the map from the cosets
as primary elements to the cosets as operators does not respect multiplica-
tion so this doesn't really matter. We use left cosets because, later, we use
this description of the fundamental rack to give a geometric description of
congruences using covering spaces and left cosets fit better with standard
covering space theory.
In this chapter we first define the racks R( G, g) and R( G, g, h, ... ). We
then prove that any transitive rack is a quotient of R(G, g), where G is the
operator group (or the associated group) of R, and that any non-transitive
rack is a quotient of R( G, g, 11" ••• ), where G is the operator group (or the
associated group ) of R. In the second part of the chapter we look at
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subgroups of G and congruences on the racks R(G,g) and R(G,g, h, ... ).
In [ .J ], Joyce proves the following results, which apply to quandles.
Definition. (.Joyce) Given a group G, an automorphism, s , on G and a
subgroup H whose elements are fixed by s , the following defines a quandle,
(G,H,s).
Elements: right cosets of H in G.
( H k ) -Action: (Hg) = Hs(gk)k.
Theorem. (Joyce) Every homogeneous quandle is representable as (G, H, s).
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Definition. (.Joyce) Given a group G, elements ZI, Z2, ... and subgroups
HI, H2, ... such that Hi is contained in the centralizer of Zi, the following
defines a quandle, (G, HI, H2, ... , ZI, Z2, ...).
Elelllents: the disjoint union of the sets of cosets of each Hi in G.
(H k) -Action: (Hig) j = Higkzjk.
Theorem. (Joyce) Let Q be an arbitrary quandle and let PI, P2, ... be
elements of Q, one chosen from each orbit under the action of G. Q can
be represented as (G, HI, H2, ... , ZJ, z2, ...) where G is the automorphism
group of Q, z; is the operator corresponding to Pi and Hi is the stabilizing
subgroup of Pi .
Definition of R( G, g) .
5.1 Definition Given a group, G, and an element, g, of G, we define
the rack R(G, g) as follows:
Elelllents: elements of G.
Action: a b = bgba.
5.2 Proposition
Proof We have:
The above defines a rack.
abc = cog 0 cob 0 gob 0 a
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and
(C",c ) ( bC ) (_ - )(cogocOb)v = cogocoa
=cogocobogobocogococogo c o a
= cog 0 cob 0 gob 0 a,
giving the result.
Note. In R( G, g), the action of an element h followed by the action of an
element k is not equal to the action of the product, h 0 k, in G. We have:
(lh) k = (h 0 9 0 h 0 l)k
= k 0 9 0 k 0 hog 0 h 0 l,
and
l(hok) = (hok)og (hok)ol.
To avoid possible confusion, we use juxtaposition to indicate composition of
operators and 0 to indicate multiplication in the group. In other words,
and
lhok = l(hok).
Choice of g.
In the definition of R(G, g) we specify an element 9 of G. The rack R(G, g)
is not dependent (up to isomorphism) on 9 but on the conjugacy class of 9
in G.
5.3 Proposition Up to isomorphism, the rack R( G, g) depends only on
tile conjugacy class of 9 in G.
Proof Let 17, be an element of G with 17, = k 0 9 0 k. Let fk be the map
from R(G,g) to R(G, h) given by fk(a) = k 0 a 0 k. The map fk is a rack
homomorphism since
fk (a b ) = k, 0 bog 0 boa 0 l:
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and
f () !k ( b) k kkobokk a = oao
=kobokohokobokokoaok
= k 0 bog 0 boa 0 k.
Conjugation by k gives a bijection on the group elements; therefore this map
is a bijection.
o
The operator group, orbits and stabilizers.
The rack operation in R(G, g) corresponds to left multiplication of the ele-
merits of G by conjugates of g. Therefore the operator group of R(G, g) is
the subgroup of G generated by conjugates of g. The map from the operator
group of R( G, g) to the subgroup of G generated by conjugates of 9 is the
map sending an operator, say w*, to the inverse of the conjugate, x, of g,
which is such that k'" = xk in R( G, g). In other words, the element w is
mapped to the element (w 0 9 0 w)-l and the product of two operators, say
w* x IL* , is mapped to (fL 0 9 0 fL 0 w 0 9 0 w)-l .
An element h of G is in the same orbit as an element k of G if and only
if there exists an element w of G, equal to a product of conjugates of g,
with h equal to wok. Therefore the orbits of R(G, g) are in one-to-one
correspondence with cosets of the subgroup generated by conjugates of g.
The rack operation corresponds to left multiplication in G by conjugates of
g; therefore the stabilizer of any element is trivial (unless 9 is the identity).
Definition of R( G, g, h; ... ) .
If g, h , k , .. , are several elements of G, we can 'stick together' the racks
R( G, g), R( G, h), R( G, A'). . .. to form a rack which is an extension of each
of them.
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5.4 Definition Let W= {A, B, C, ... } be a set of sets with each element
S of W containing elements in one-to-one correspondence with elements of
G. Let ?p be a map from W to G and let a, 13, " ... be the bijections:
a: A---tG
13: B---tG
r: C---tG
We define R( G, g, h, k, ... ) as follows.
Elements: the elements of R( G, g, h, ... ) are the elements of the disjoint
union A U B U CU· ...
Action: let a be an element of A and b an element of B. We define:
5.5 Proposition R(G,g,h,k, ... ), as defined above, is a rack.
Proof Let a, band c be elements of R(G,g, h, k, ... ) with a E A, b E B
and c E C. We have:
abc = a-I (,(c) 0 W(C) 0 ,(c) 0 f3(b) 0 \lJ(B) 0 f3(b) 0 a(a))
and
c _) (B- 1(')'(C)O'IJ(C)O')'(C)O,B(b»))
acb = (a- I (,(c) 0 W(C) o,(c) oa(a))
= a-I (,(c) 0 W(C) 0 ,(c) 0 f3(b) 0 W(B) 0 f3(b) o,(c)
o W(C) 0 ,(c) 0 ,(c) 0 W(C) 0 ,(c) 0 a(a))
= a-I (,(c) 0 W(C) 0 ,(c) 0 f3(b) 0 W(B) 0 f3(b) 0 a(a)).
giving the result.
Choice of g, h , ....
We specified the elements g, h . ... in the definition of R(G, g, h, ... ). Up
to isornorphisrn, the rack does not depend on these elements but on the
conjugacy class of these elements.
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5.6 Proposition Let g, h , ... and o', h', ... be elements of G, with g'
equal to w g 0 9 oWg , h' equal to Wh 0 hOWh, .... R( G, g, h, ... ) is isomorphic
to R( G, g' , h' , ... ) .
Proof Let R( G, g, h, . . . ) be as defined above. For R(G, s', h', . . . ) we take
the same set 'l' but define 'ljJ : 'l' ---t G by:
7jJ(A) = g'
'ljJ(B) = h'
We now define f from R(G,g,h, ... ) to R(G,gl,h
',
... ). Let a be an ele-
merit of A and let
f is injective and surjective.
Claim: f is a rack homomorphism,
Proof: let a be an element of A and b an element of B.
Notation. a b refers to the rack operation in R(G,g, h, ... ) and (a)(b) refers
to the rack operation in R( G, g' , h' , ... ) .
We have:
= a-I (f3(b) 0 h 0 f3(b) 0 a(a) 0 Wg )
and
= a-I (f3(b) 0 Wh 0 h' 0 Wh 0 f3(b) 0 a(a) 0 Wg )
= 0'-1 (l3(b) 0 h 0 f3(b) 0 O'(a) 0 w g ) .
o
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Note. The proof that R(G,g) is isomorphic to R(G,h), where h is a
conjugate of q , uses an inner automorphism of G to give an isomorphism
from R(G, g) to R(G, h). The above proof uses right multiplication in G to
give the isomorphism. Say 9 = khk. Then the analogous map from R(G, g)
to R( G, h) is:
f: R(G, g) ---t R(G, h)
a ---t aok.
This map does give an isomorphism from R(G, g) to R(G, h) but, unlike the
map used in the proof of proposition 5.3, it does not take 9 to h.
Orbits and stabilizers.
Each of the sets A, B, ... consists of elements forming complete orbits of
R(G,g, h., ... ). Within one of these sets, say A, an element a' lies in the
same orbit as an element a if and only if there is an element w, in the
subgroup of G generated by all conjugates of g, h , ... , which is such that
w 0 a' = a.
In other words, within a set A in \II, the orbits are in one-to-one correspon-
dence with cosets of the normal closure of the subgroup of G generated by
the elements g, h , ....
As before, the action in the rack corresponds to left multiplication in the
group; therefore the stabilizer of any element is trivial.
Transitive racks.
We now show that any transitive rack is isomorphic to a quotient of R( G, g),
for some G and g.
5.7 Theorem Let R be a transitive rack with operator group G and let
9 be the element of G equal to the inverse of an operator 1'*, where r is in
R. Then R is a quotient of R( G, g).
Proof Let 7' and G be as above. We define a map, t , from R(G, g) to R
by:
f(W)=1' W •
This is a rack homomorphism as:
f(w V ) = f(v 0 9 0 vow)
and
R is transitive; therefore, for all a in R there exists w in the operator group
such that a" = r and f is surjective.
o
The above isomorphism is dependent on the choice of 1'. Choosing a different
1', say 1" , gives an isomorphism from R( G, h) to R, where h the operator
corresponding to 1". This rack is isomorphic to R(G, g) by proposition 5.3
as h is a conjugate of g.
An explicit description of R as a quotient of R( G, g) .
The map f defined above takes an element w of R(G, g) to the element
7'W of R. The elements of R( G, g) mapped to r by this map are precisely
those elements v which, as operators in R, stabilize 1'. We write 5(1') for
stabR (1') . Let T and K, be two elements of R( G, g) mapped to the same
element of R. Then 1'T = 1'K and we have
1'TOK, = r in R.
Therefore TO K, is an element of 5(1'). We also have 1'T = 1'K, if K, = TO a
where a is an element of 5(1'). In other words, two elements of R(G, g)
map to the same clement of R if and only if they lie in the same left coset
of 5(7)). Therefore, the quotient of R( G, g) which is isomorphic to R can
be described explicitly as follows:
Elements: left cosets of 5(7)).
Action: W5(7))VS(T) = (1/ 0 9 0 vow )5(7)).
Note. We can use the associated group of R rather than the operator group
of R and represent R as a quotient of R(As(R), g). We let the associated
group act on elements of R in the natural way and choose 9 to be the inverse
of a elelnent in 7[-1 (1'*). The quotient map f is defined as above. We write
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SAs(1') for 7T- 1 (S(1')) , where 7T is the quotient map from the associated
group to the operator group. R can be described explicitly, as a quotient of
R( As(R), g) , as follows:
Elements: left cosets of SAs(1').
Action: wSAs(1')VSA~(r) = (v 0 g 0 v 0 w)SAs(1').
To define the rack R( G, g), where G is the associated group of R, we must
choose a particular preimage, g, of (1'*)-1. We now consider the effect of
this choice on the rack R(G, g) .
Let gf be a different preimage of (1'*)-1 under 7T. Then g' = got where t
is an element of the kernel of 7T •
Note. The kernel of 7T, which we refer to as T, is the subgroup of the
centre of the associated group consisting of all elements corresponding to
trivial operators.
5.8 Proposition Let '"'-'T be the equivalence relation on R( G, g) given
by w '"'-'T v if and only if there exists an element, t, of T with v = tow.
Then '"'-'T is a congruence.
Proof We need to show that w '"'-'T v and K, '"'-'T T implies that w K '"'-'T u" .
If w '"'-'T 1/ and K, '"'-'T T then there exist elements t and t' of T, which is
contained in the centre of G, with u = tow and T = t' 0 K,. Therefore we
have:
T (t )(t'OK)t/ = ow
= t f 0 K, 0 g 0 K, 0 t f 0 tow
=K,ogOK,otow
K
'"'-'T w .
The elements of
R(G, g)
'"'-'T
are cosets of T and the action is given by:
hTkT = kgkhT.
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The equivalence relation rvT on R(G, g) is less than rv f where I is the
quotient map from R( G, g) to R, as T is contained within SAs( r). Therefore
R is isomorphic to a quotient of
R(G, g)
rvT
In the same way as we defined I from R( G, g) to R, we define I' from
R( G, g') to R. The congruence rvT on R(G, g') is less than rv f' ; therefore
R is isomorphic to a quotient of
R(G,g')
Claim: the quotients
R(G, g) d R(G, g' )
---an
are isomorphic.
Proof: We define A : R(G,g) ~ R(G,g,) by:
f"VT f"VT
A(hT) = hT.
This is a rack homomorphism as:
A(hTkT) = A(k 0 go k 0 hT)
= k 0 go k 0 hT,
and
A(hT)A(kT) = k 0 g' 0 k 0 hT
= k 0 tog 0 k 0 hT
= k 0 go k 0 hT.
We have the following commutative diagram.
R(G,g) A R(G,g')
~
1J
R J~ R
where I and I' are the maps induced by I and I', and j is the identity.
Non-transitive racks.
We now show that any non-transitive rack is isomorphic to a quotient of
R( G, g, h; ... ), where G is the operator group of R. Let 1', S, ... be
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elements of R, one element taken from each orbit. Let \II = {A, B, ... } be
a set of sets, one for each orbit of R, with each element, S, of \If , containing
elements in one-to-one correspondence with elements of G. Let 0', f3, ...
be the bijections:
We define ib , the map from \If to G by
'l/J(A) = 9 such that 9 = r*
'IjJ( B) = h such that h = s*
5.9 Theorem Let R be a non-transitive rack and let R( G, g, h, ... ) be
defined as above. Then R is isomorphic to a quotient of R(G, g, h, ... ) .
Proof We define a map f from R(G, g, h, ... ) to R as follows. Let w be
an element of S E \II .
where (J is the bijection from S to G and 'l/J( S) = t* .
Claim: f is a rack homomorphism.
Proof: say w is an element of A and z; an element of B, A and B as above.
We have:
f(wV ) = f( 0'-1 (f3(z;) 0 h 0 f3(z;) 0 o'(w)))
= r a (w ) o{3 ( v )oh o{3 ( v )
and
f(w)!(V) = (r"(W)) (s~("))
= r a (w )o{3 ( v )oh o{3 ( v ) .
The individual orbits of R are transitive. Therefore f is surjective and R
is isomorphic to a quotient of R(G, g, h, ... ), where G and g, h, ... are as
above.
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Action:
An explicit description of R as a quotient of R(G,g, h, ... ).
We can describe this quotient of R(G, g, h, ... ) explicitly.
Notation as above. The elements in A which, under f, map to r in Rare
precisely those elements in 0'-1 (stabR(r)). We refer to 0'-1 (stabR(7')) as
S A(7') and use the notation asA(r) to mean 0'-1 (O'( a) 0 stabR(r)). Two
elements in A, say a and a', map to the same element of R if and only if
we have
rQ'(a) = rQ'(a l ) in R.
In other words, if and only if 0'(0,)0'(0,') is an element of stabR(r). Therefore,
the quotient of R( G, g, h., ... ) which is isomorphic to R can be described
explicitly as follows.
Elements: for each set A in 'lJ, we take preimages, under the bijection
from the set to the operator group, of left cosets of
stabR ('lJ(A)).
bS (h) --
aSA(g) B = CSA(g) where O'(c) = f3(b) 0 h 0 f3(b) 00'(0,).
Note. As before, the associated group of R can be used in place of the
operator group of R.
We now consider S0111e applications of the above.
Finite racks.
The operator group of a finite rack, R, is always finite since it is a subgroup
of Sn, where n is the order of R. The converse is not, in general, true.
However, we now have the following partial converse.
5.10 Proposition A transitive rack is finite if and only if the operator
group is finite. An arbitrary rack is finite if and only if the operator group
is finite and the rack has finitely many orbits.
Proof Say G. the operator group of a transitive rack, R. is finite. Let r be
an element of R. Then R is isomorphic to a quotient of R( G, g) as described
above. Therefore the elements of R are in one-to-one correspondence with
cosets of stabR(r) and R is finite. The case for non-transitive racks is similar.
o
I I
The fundamental rack of a knot .
.Joyce, in [ .J ], proves the following result.
Theorem (.Joyce) Let K be a knot with knot group G and knot quandle
Q. Let P be a peiipliernl subgroup of G containing a meridian m . Then
(G, P, rn) is isomorphic to the knot quandle.
o
The fundamental rack of a knot is transitive so we have the following, similar
result.
5.11 Proposition Let!{ be an oriented, framed knot in S3 with knot
group G. Then the fundamental rack is isomorphic to a quotient of R( G, g) ,
where 9 is the inverse of an operator corresponding to an element [m] of
G, where rti is a iiieriduui with linking number one.
o
Note. If m has linking number equal to -1, then we obtain a rack isomor-
phic to the inverted rack, R* , defined in [F-R], where R is the fundamental
rack.
The action kernel of a link is defined, by Fenn and Rourke, in [F-R], to be the
set of elements of the knot group which act trivially on the rack elements.
The following result is proved in [F-R].
Proposition. (Fenn and Rourke) Let L be a semi-framed link in a three
iueniiold whose complement is p 2 irreducible. The action kernel, J, of the
link is non-trivial if and only if the link is a Seifert link.
If L is a Seifert link with at least one framed component then J is the infi-
nite cyclic group of the knot group defined by the regular fibres.
o
By the above, if K is a framed knot in S3, then the operator group is
either equal to the knot group or, in the case of a Seifert link, equal to
the knot group quotiented by the subgroup generated by a longitude of the
knot, corresponding to the frarning curve. In either case, the stabilizer of an
elernent 7' of R is ([ I] ) , where I is an appropriate longitude. Therefore, the
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fundamental rack is isomorphic to the rack whose elements are left cosets in
the knot group of a longitudinal subgroup, and in which the action is given
by
W([l])v([l]) = lJogolJow([l]).
We have shown that the fundamental rack is isomorphic to the quotient of
R( G, g) described above. We now show that by slightly altering the definition
of the fundalnental rack we obtain a rack equal to the quotient of R(G, g)
described above.
5.12 Proposition Let G be the group of a framed knot K in S3 and let
l be as defined above. Let the base point, *, be on the parallel curve r' The
information below defines a rack, equal to R( G, ( [ l ] ), g), and isomorphic to
R, the iuudemeutel rack of K:
Elements: closed loops in the homotopy classes corresponding to elements
of Rev(R).
Action: the action is the same as the action in Rev( R) when the
classes of closed loops are considered as elements of Rev(R) .
Proof The elements of this rack are homotopy classes of loops (based at
*) where the starting point of the path may move around in r during the
homotopy. In other words the elements are equal to left cosets of ( [l]) in G,
the knot group of K: By definition the rack operation in Rev(R) is equal to
the rack operation in the quotient of R(G, g) described below theorem 5.7.
Therefore the above is a rack, equal to R( G, ( [ l ] ), g) and isomorphic to the
fundamental rack of K:
Coset spaces and quotient racks.
The explicit descriptions of a transitive rack as a quotient of R(G, g), and of a
non-transitive rack as a quotient of R(G, g, h, ... ), show that the equivalence
relation, rv S( r) , on R( G, g), given by:
w rvS(r) 1/ if and only if WlJ E S(r),
and the equivalence relation, rvS(r),S(s), ... , on R(G,g, h, ... ), given by:
u) rvS(r),S(s), ... 1/ if and only if w, lJ E T, and u)lJ E S(7jJ(T)) ,
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are congruences.
In other words, we have shown that if G is the associated group or the
operator group of a transitive rack R and I is the subgroup consisting of
elements which, as operators, stabilize an element of R, then the coset space,
~ can be given the structure of a rack. We have also shown that if G is
the associated group or the operator group of a non-transitive rack R, G I ,
G2 , •.. are copies of G, one for each orbit of R, and II, 12 , • .. are
the stabilizers of elements rI, t z , ... , one from each orbit of R, then the
. f G G
umon 0 the coset spaces I:' I:' ... can be given the structure of a rack.
We now take an arbitrary group G and derive conditions on subgroups H
under which the coset space ~ forms a quotient rack of R(G, g). We then
derive conditions on sets of subgroups {Hi liE I} of a group Gunder
which the union of the coset spaces {fJi liE I} forms a quotient rack of
R(G,gI,g2,' .. ,gi,· .. liE I).
Notation. We now set up some notation which enables us to describe the
rack R( G, g, h, ... ) easily.
Recall the definition of R( G, g, h, ) .
Definition. Let '1J = {A, B, C, } be a set of sets with each element, S,
of '1J , containing elements in one-to-one correspondence with elements of G.
Let 'IjJ be a map from '1J to G and let a, (3, r, ... be the bijections:
a: A ------+ G
(3: B---+G
r: C ------+ G
R( G , g, h, ... ) is defined as follows:
El t tl 1 ents of R(G g h ) are the elements of the disjointenlen s: Ie e eln , , , ...
union A U B U CU· . . .
A t · let a be an element of A and b an element of B. Then:CIon:
ab = 0'-1 ((3(b) 0 'IjJ(A) 0 (3(b) 0 a(a)).
From now on, we refer the the sets in W as G 1 , G2 , .•. and the elements
q , h , ... as gl, g2, ... , where gi is 'IjJ( G i). We suppress the bijections a,
/-J, ... and use subscripts to indicate in which copy of G an element lies. In
other words, hi refers to the element of Gi which corresponds to h in G
and gij refers to the element of G j corresponding to gi in G. Using this
notation the rack operation becomes:
a; bj = (b 0 gjob 0 a)i.
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We now consider which subgroups of G correspond to congruences on the
racks R(G, 9) and R(G, 91 , 92, ... ) .
We first consider subgroups of G and quotients of R(G, g). We need the
following definition which is taken from [ R ].
Definition. The normal core of a subgroup H in a group G is the largest
subgroup N of H which is normal in G. It is equal to the intersection of
all conjugates of H in G.
5.13 Lemma Let H be a subgroup of a group G. Then the equivalence
relation on R( G, 9) given by
k r-..I 1 if and only if kl E H
is a congruence on R( G, g) if and only if H is such that [H , g] is contained
in the normal core of H in G.
Proof We write the normal core of a subgroup H in a group G as No(H).
The relation r-:» is a congruence if and only if
a r-..I band c r-..I d implies that aC r-..I bd .
Therefore, r-..I is a congruence if and only if
aH = bH and cH = dH implies that cog 0 co aH = dog 0 do bH.
bH = aH and cH = dH if and only if there exist elements h and h' of H
with b = a 0 hand d = c 0 h'. Therefore, r-;» is a congruence if and only if,
for all h and h' in H, a and b in G, we have:
c 0 9 0 c 0 aH = c 0 h' 0 9 0 h' 0 c 0 aH.
This happens if and only if, for all h' in H and a, c in G, we have:
a 0 c 0 h' 0 9 0 h' 0 9 0 c 0 aH = H.
In other words, if and only if
ac[ h' , 9 ]ca E H for all a, c E G.
Therefore, r-..I is a congruence if and only if
o
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The congruence on R( G, g) defined above produces a quotient of R( G, g)
which can be described as follows.
Elements: left cosets of H in G.
A . H v Hction: w = 1) 0 9 0 lJ 0 w H .
Notation. We write R( G, H, g) for the rack above.
5.14 Definition Given a group G, with a specified element, g, a subgroup
H is a c(g )-subgroup if [H , g] is contained in the normal core of H in G.
We have shown that all c(g )-subgroups of a group G correspond to congru-
ences on R(G, g). In the next chapter we show that all congruences may be
obtained in this way.
We now consider sets of subgroups of a group G and congruences on the
rack R(G,gl,g2,"')'
5.15 Lemma Let {Hi liE I} be a set of subgroups on a group G. Let
{gi liE I} be a set of elements of G. Then the equivalence relation I'.J
defined by
is a congruence on R(G, g1 , g2, ... ) if and only if , for each i, [Hj, 9j] IS
contained in the normal core of Hi in G for all i.
Proof We need to prove that, for all a, b, c and d in G, i and j in I,
a.H, = bH, and cHj = d.H, implies that co gj 0 e 0 o.H, = do gj 0 do bHi .
o.H, = bH, and cHj = dHj implies that b = a 0 hand d = c 0 h', h in Hi
and h' in Hj. Therefore we need to show that, for all a, c in G and h in
Hi, hi in u.,
cogjoe 0 a.H, = c 0 h' 0 9 j 0 h' 0 e 0 a 0 h.Hi.
This happens if and only if , for all a, c in G and h' in H j ,
a 0 co h' 0 gj 0 h' 0 gj 0 e 0 o.H, = Hi.
In other words, if and only if , for all a, c in G and h' in Hj , we have:
ac[ h' , gj ]ea E Hi.
Therefore, I'.J is a congruence if and only if, for each j, [Hj, 9 j] is contained
in the intersection overt of the normal cores of Hi in G.
<>
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The congruence on R( G, 91 , 92, ... ) defined above produces a quotient of
R( G, 91 , 92, ... ) which can be described as follows.
Elements: left cosets of Hi in G i for each i.
A t · H u, H· ( )c Ion: Wi i J J = 1./ 0 9 j 0 vow iHi.
Notation. We write R(G, HI, H 2 , ..• ,91,92, ... ) for the rack above.
5.16 Definition Let {Hi liE I} be a set of subgroups of a group G
and {9i liE I} a set of elements of G. The subgroups Hi form a set of
C(91, 92, ... ) -suhgroups if and only if, for each j, [H j , 9 j] is contained in
the normal core of Hi in G for all i.
We have now shown that all sets of C(91' 92, ... )-subgroups of G correspond
to congruences on R( G, 91 , 92, ... ). In the next chapter we show that all
congruences less than r-;» 0 on R(G, 91 , 92, ... ) may be obtained in this way.
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Chapter six - Congruences and subgroups.
In the last chapter we proved the following results. Any transitive rack, R,
may be represented as a quotient of R(G, 9), where G is the operator group
or the associated group of R. Any non-transitive rack may be represented as
R(G, II ,12, ... ,gl, 92, ... ), where G is the operator group or the associated
group of R. c(g )-subgroups of G determine congruences on R( G, g) and
sets of C(gl' g2, ... )-subgroups determine congruences on R(G, gl, g2, .... ).
In this chapter we show that, on a transitive rack, all congruences correspond
to c(g )-subgroups. This gives, for transitive racks, a one-to-one correspon-
dence between congruences on the rack and certain subgroups of the operator
group or the associated group. The map from congruences to c(g )-subgroups
of G is order preserving and preserves meets and joins; therefore the lattice
of congruences on a transitive rack is isomorphic to a sublattice of the lattice
of subgroups of the operator group or the associated group.
The situation for non-transitive racks is more complicated. We show that,
for a non-transitive rack R, there is an isomorphism between the lattice of
congruences which are less than rv 0 and a sublattice of the product lattice
Iln Li , where L; is isomorphic to the lattice of subgroups of the operator
group or the associated group and n is the number of orbits of R.
We first look at transitive racks.
Congruences on transitive racks.
We know that any transitive rack is isomorphic to a quotient of R(G, g),
say R( G, I, g); therefore, any congruence on R corresponds to a congruence
on R(G, g) . All c(g )-subgroups, say H, of G correspond to congruences
on R( G, g). The quotient rack is given by dividing the elements of R(G, g)
into left cosets of H. We now show that all congruences on R( G, g) may be
obtained in this way. This implies that any congruence on R corresponds to
a c(g )-subgroup, of G, which contains I.
Notation is as in chapter five.
Let R be any transitive rack with operator group G and let 9 be an element
of G corresponding to an operator 7'*, where r is in R. Let I be the
stabilizer of 7'. Then R is isomorphic to R( G, I, g). Let 5 be a quotient of
R corresponding to a congruence r-«, We wish to show that 5 is isomorphic to
R( G, H, g), where H is a c(g )-subgroup, of G, containing I. R is transitive;
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therefore S is transitive and S is isomorphic to R(Op(S),I',g'), where g'
is an operator equal to s*, for some s in S, and I' is the stabilizer of s.
We have the cornmut.ative diagram:
R
Op(R)
e
---+
E
---+
S
Op(S),
Therefore, if 9 is equal to 1'*, E(g) is equal to 6(1')* and we may take 6(g)
for g'. We now consider the preimage, under E, of the stabilizer of 6(1') in
Op( S). Let w be an element of the operator group of R which stabilizes r .
We have r'" = r in R. Therefore we must have 6(rt(w) = 6(1'). In other
words, the preimage, under E, of the stabilizer of 6(1') contains the stabilizer
of r . We refer to the preimage, under E, of the stabilizer of 6(1') as Ie(r)'
6.1 Lemma Ie(r) is a c(g)-subgroup of G.
Proof We need to prove that [w, g] is contained in the normal core of Ie(r)
in G, for all w in Ie(r)' Let w be an element of Ie(r)' We have:
6(rr(w) = 6(rW )
=6(1').
Therefore r f'.I r'": The kernel of E contains all elements of the form 1'1",
where r f'.I 1" , and is certainly contained in Ie(r)' Therefore, w 0 1'* 0 W0 1'*
is in the kernel of f. We have w 0 1'* 0 W0 1'* = W0 9 0 w 0 g, which is equal to
= [w, g]. Therefore, [w, g] is contained in the kernel of E. As the kernel
of f is normal in G, and contained in Ie(r) , it is contained in the normal
core of Ie(r) in G; therefore we have the result.
<>
As I
e
( r ) is a c(g)-subgroup of G containing I, R( G, Ie ( r)' g) is a quotient
of R( G, I, g) by lemma 5.13.
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6.2 Lemma Let S be a quotient of a rack R. We write H for the
operator group of S.
R(G, Ie:(r),g) ~ R(H,I',g')~
where G, g, L;(r), I' and g' are as above.
Proof We define a map f from R(G,Ie:(r),g) to R(H,I',g') by:
f(wle:(r») = E(w)I'.
Claim: f is well defined.
Proof: let wIe( r) = V Ie( r)· Then vw is an element of Ie( r). Therefore E( vw )
is contained in I' so E( v)I' = E(w)I' .
f is a rack homornorphism as we have:
f(wle:(r)I/]E(r)) = f(vgvwle:(r»)
= E( V )E(g )E( V )E(W )Ie:( r)
= E( V )g' E( V )E(W )Je:( r)
= (E(W)J') (E(I/)]')
= (f(wS)) (f(1/ S) ) .
By proposition 2.10, the lllap E is surjective; therefore f is surjective. Say
f(wle:(r») = f(l/Ie:(r»). Then we have E(W)J' = E(v)I'. In other words
E( l/w) is an element of I' and, therefore, vw is in Je(r) and wJe:(r) = vJe:(r).
Therefore f is injective and gives an isomorphism from R( G, Je:(r) , g) to
R(H, I', g').
<>
We have now shown that the congruence ~ is the congruence corresponding
to the c(g )-subgroup Ie( r). We know that all c(g )-subgroups of a group
G correspond to congruences on R( G, g) . Therefore, if R is isomorphic
to R( G, I, g), all c(g )-subgroups of G which contain I correspond to con-
gruences on R. The above result shows that all congruences on a rack R,
isomorphic to R( G, I, g) ~ correspond to c(g )-subgroups. Therefore we have
the following:
6.3 Corollary Let R be a transitive rack, isomorphic to R( G, I~ g), where
G is the operator group of R. Then there is a one-to-one correspondence
between c(g )-subgroups of G which contain I and congruences on R.
<>
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Notes
(i) The subgroup Ie(r) described above is the subgroup of the operator group
of R consisting of all elements, w, which are such that r'" rv r . It contains
all elements of the form a*b*, where a rv b in R.
(ii) Subgroups of a group which contain a specified subgroup certainly form
a lattice under the usual ordering.
(iii) In the above result, we used the fact that a transitive rack R is iso-
morphic to a quotient of R( G, g), where G is the operator group of R. The
rack R is also isomorphic to a quotient of R( G' , g), where G' is the associ-
ated group of R. We could have used the associated group rather than the
operator group in the above result. The following diagram commutes:
As(R) f » As(S)
.:' 1f'e
R » S
* ~
Op(R) » Op(S)E'
To show that a congruence on a rack R, isomorphic to R(As(R), J, g) , cor-
responds to a c(g )-subgroup of the associated group containing J, we take
E(g) for g' and we take the preirnage of Stabs (c(r)) , under 1f' 0 E, for 1'.
6.4 Definition Let rv be any congruence on a transitive rack R, isomor-
phic to R( G, I, g). The subgroup described above is called the rv associated
subgroup in G, written as (Srv; G, g). We simply write Srv if G and 9 are
obvious or unspecified.
6.5 Definition We define the map <Po,g from congruences on a rack R,
isomorphic to R( G, I, g), where G is the associated group or the operator
group of R, to subgroups of G as follows:
We omit the subscript G, 9 when no confusion can arise.
The 111ap <Po,g depends on the choices of G and g, made when we represent
R as a quotient of R( G, g). We now fix an appropriate choice of G and g.
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If !"'.J and !"'.JI are two congruences on a rack R ~ corresponding to subgroups
5", and 5",1, then, by note (i) below corollary 6.3, we have
!"'.J<!"'.J ' if and only if 5", c 5",1.
Therefore, the map <I> from the lattice of congruences on a rack to the lattice
of subgroups of G is an order preserving embedding. We now show that <I>
preserves meets and joins and is, therefore, an embedding of the lattice of
congruences on a rack into the lattice of subgroups of G. We first need a
lemma.
6.6 Lemma Let 5 and T be two subgroups of a group G, let Nand
K be two normal subgroups of G and let 9 be an element of G. Then, if
[ 5 , g] is contained in Nand [T ~ g] is contained in tc , we have [5 nT ~ 9 ]
contained in N c.t: and [( 5, T ) , g] contained in N!{.
Proof The result is clear for the intersection.
We now consider the join. The join of 5 and T, (5~ T ) , consists of all words
of the form WI E1 ••• W n t n , where Wi is an element of either 5 or T ~ and fi
is equal to ±1. Let W be an element of (5, T) and let WII:1 ... W n En be an
expression, as descrided above, for w, with n minimal. We call n the length
of w, written l(w). We proceed by induction on l(w). If l(w) = 1, then w
is an element of either 5 or T and [w, g] is contained in either N or K,
We assume that [w, g] is contained N!{ for all w with length less than n.
If l(w) = n, we have w = w'x, where l(w') is less than or equal to n - 1 and
x is an element of either 5 or T. We may assume that x is in 5.
[w , g] = [w'x ~ g]
= x[w', g]x[x, g].
[w' , g] is in the normal subgroup N!{; therefore x[w' , g]x IS In N!{.
[x , g] is certainly in N](; therefore we have the result.
<>
6.7 Corollary If 5 and T are two c(g)-subgroups of a group, G, then
the intersection, 5 nT, and the join, (5, T ), are c(g)-subgroups.
Proof The normal core of the intersection of two subgroups is equal to
the intersection of their normal cores and the normal core of the join of two
subgroups contains the join of their normal cores; therefore the result follows
from the above.
<>
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6.8 Lemma Let R be isolllorphic to R( G~ I~ g), where G is the operator
group or tile associated group of R, 9 is an element of G corresponding to
T*, r in R and I is the stabalizer of T. Let 1> = 1>0,9 be as defined. The
map 1> is an embedding of the lattice of congruences on a rack R into the
lattice of subgroups of G.
Proof 1> is order preserving. Therefore it is sufficient to prove that 1>
preserves meets and joins. The meet~ rv n rv /, is the largest congruence such
that
a r-:» n -:' b implies that a rv b and a -:' b.
1> is order preserving and all congruences correspond to c(g )-subgroups of
G; therefore 1>( rv n rv /) is the largest c(g )-subgroup contained in both 1>( rv)
and 1>(rv /). 1>(rv) n 1>(rv /) is a c(g)-subgroup by corollary 6.7 and contains
any subgroup contained in both 1>( rv) and 1>( rv /). Therefore,
and 1> preserves meets.
The join, r-;» U -:' , is the smallest congruence such that
a r-:» b or a -:' b implies that a r-:» U -:' b.
1> is order preserving and all congruences correspond to c(g )-subgroups of
G; therefore 1>( rv U rv /) is the smallest c(g )-subgroup which contains both
1>( rv) and 1>( rv /). Any such subgroup must contain the join of 1>( rv) and
1>( rv/) and, by corollary 6.7, the join is a c(g )-subgroup. Therefore,
and 1> preserves JOIns.
<>
If R is isomorphic to R( G, I~ g), where G is the operator group or the asso-
ciated group of R, then all c(g )-subgroups of G which contain I correspond
to congruences on R. The order preserving correspondence, 1>, preserves
meets and joins. Therefore, we have the following result.
6.9 Theorem Let R be a transitive rack, isomorphic to R(G~ I~ g), where
G is tile operator group or the associated group of R. The lattice of con-
gruences on R is isomorphic to a sublattice of the lattice of subgroups of G.
This lattice consists of all c(g) -subgroups which contain I.
<>
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Let rv be a congruence on a rack R. We can use the above to determine
all quotients of R which have the same operator group as ~. Let G be the
operator group of R. The rack R is isomorphic to R(G, I, g) where 9 is
equal to T* and I is the stabalizer of T. We need the following definition.
taken from [ R ].
Definition. The centralizer of an element x of a group G, written Gc (x).
is the set of all elements in G which commute with x.
The congruence rv corresponds to a c(g )-subgroup S",. Let N be the normal
core of N in G. The operator group of R is isomorphic to ~.
6.10 Proposition The normal core of N I in G is equal to N.
Proof We have N C N I C S",. Therefore we have N h C (N I)h C S~ for
all h in G. In other words Nc(N I) lies between Nc(N) and Nc(S",). As
each of these groups is equal to N, we have the result.
o
N I is a c(g )-subgroup of G containing I with normal core N. It is the
smallest such subgroup and, therefore, corresponds to the smallest congru-
ence on R with operator group ~. We now consider other congruences with
operator group ~.
6.11 Proposition Let R, r-«, S", and N be as above. Let q be the quo-
tient map from G to ~. Congruences on R with operator group isomorphic
to ~ are in one-to-one correspondence with subgroups H, of the preimage
under q of the centralizer of q(g) in ~' which contain N I and which are
such that the intersection of H with the preimage under q of the centre of
~ is presisely N .
Proof By lemma 5.13, all congruences on R(G,I,g) correspond to c(g)-
subgroups of G which contain I. We need to prove that c(g )-subgroups of
G which contain I and have normal core N are presisely those subgroups
of the preimagc of the centralizer of q(g) in ~ which intersect the preimage
of the centre of ~ in N. We write GN(9) for the preimage, under q, of
the centralizer of q(g) in ~ and we write ZN for the preimage, under q, of
the centre of ~. Let H be a subgroup of GN(g), containing N I, such that
H n Z N is equal to N. We need to prove that H is a c(g)-subgroup with
normal core N. As H is a subgroup of GN(g) the element h 0 9 0 hog is
contained in N for all h in H. The subgroup N is normal in G; therefore it
is contained within the normal core of H. Therefore H is a c(g )-subgroup
of G. Assume, for a contradiction. that the normal core of H is strictly
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greater than N. Let w be an element of N c( H) which is not contained in
N. H is a subgroup of CN(g); therefore w 0 9 0 w 0 9 is in N. As w is in
the normal core of H, all conjugates of ware in H. Therefore, for all h in
G we have h 0 w 0 h 0 9 0 how 0 hog in N.
howohogohowohog=howohogohowohogohoh
= h[w, hog 0 h ]h.
Therefore h[w , hog 0 h ]h is contained in N for all h. N is normal; therefore
[w, hog 0 h] is in N for all h in G. As R is transitive, the conjugates of 9
generate G. Therefore q(w) is in the centre of ~ and, therefore, contained
in H n Z N = N , contradicting the definition of w. In other words, we have
shown that all subgroups H of C N(g) which are such that H n Z N = N
correspond to congruences r-:» H on R which are such that
Op(£) = G.
rvH N
Now assume S' is a c(g )-subgroup of G, corresponding to a congruence rv 5' ,
which is such that
Op(£) = G.
rv5' N
S' is a c(g )-subgroup containing N I with normal core N. Therefore it
remains to prove that S' is a subgroup of CN (g) and that the intersection
of S' with Z N is equal to N. As [5, g] is contained in N for all s in S',
the subgroup S' is a subgroup of CN(g). Say w is an element SnZN which
is not contained in N. Let k be any element of G. As w is in Z N, the
element kwk is equal to um , for some n in N. Therefore, as w is in S' and
N is contained in S', the conjugate kwk is in S'. In other words w IS In
N, the normal core of S', contradicting the definition of w.
<>
We now look at congruences on non-transitive racks.
Congruences on non-transitive racks.
When applying the above ideas to congruences on non-transitive racks, we
encounter a problem. We know, from theorem 5.9, that any non-transitive
rack is isornorphic to R( G, 11,12, ... ,gl, g2, ... ) , where each subgroup I, is a
c( gl, g2, ... )-subgroup. We also know that any set of C(gl, g2, ... l-subgroups,
{ S; }, defines a congruence on R( G, 11,12 , ... ,gl, 92, ... ). Therefore, any
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set of C(91 , 92, ... )-subgroups, 51, 52, ... , which is such that I, is contained
in 5 i for each i, defines a congruence on R. However, not all congruences
on non-transitive racks arise in this way. If r-v is a congruence, on a non-
transitive rack R, which equates elements from more than one orbit of R,
we cannot obtain r-:» by looking at cosets of subgroups of the Gi's since any
congruence obtainable in this way only equates elements in the sarne orbit.
We get around this problem using the following idea.
Let r-v be a congruence which is less than a second congruence, r-v'. We can
perform -:' in two stages. First we equate elements equal under r-v and then
we equate 'what's left'. We formalize this idea as follows:
let f be the rnap frorn ~ to ::, defined by:
f is well defined since r-:» only equates elements equal under r-v'.
f is a surjective rack homomorphism as:
f([a]",[Cl-) = f([aC]",)
= [aC ]""
= [a]",,[cl-'
= f([a]",)f([cl-).
Therefore R, is a quotient of ~. We write the congruence corresponding to
'"
this quotient map as (r-v' / r-v) .
6.12 Lemma (r-v' / r-v) is given by the following:
[a]", (r-v' / r-v) [b]", if and only if a r-v' b in R.
R
Proof We first show that (r-v' / r-v ), as defined above, is a congruence on '"
implies that, in R, we have
, bd d· R hTherefore, in R, we have a" r-v an, In -;:::, we ave
[aC ] ", (r-v'/r-v) [bd ] ", .
As r-v is a congruence, [a]", [c l- = [aC ] ", •
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Therefore,
implies that
Rj'"V. I R('"VI j '"V) IS equa to '"V' so the congruence defined above is equal to (",I / '" ) ,
as defined previously.
<>
We can now look at congruences on non-transitive racks. Let '" be any
congruence defined on a rack R. The congruence '" n "'0' which equates
elements in the same orbit that are equivalent under "', is less than both
r-;» and "'0' Therefore we can split any congruence v->, on a non-transitive
rack R, into two congruences: '" n "'0 and ('" / ('" n '" 0))' We prove that
'" n '"0 can always be described in terms of C(91' 92, ... )-subgroups of the
associated group, or the operator group, G, of R. We then examine the
effect of ('" / ('" n '"0))' We show that ('" / ('" n '" 0)) can be described very
simply and that R is an operator equivalent expansion of R quotiented by
("'/('" n "'0))'
Congruences less than "'0.
6.13 Proposition Let R be a non-transitive rack. Under the ordering
defined previouly, congruences on R less than "'0 form a lattice.
Proof Let '" and -:' be two congruences, on R, which are less than "'0'
The meet , '" n "", is certainly less than '" o : The join, '" U "", is the
smallest congruence greater than both '" and -:", As ('" U "") n "'0 equates
all elements equivalent under both '" U -:' and "'0' the congruence
('" U "") n '" 0
is such that a ('" U "") n '" 0 b if and only if
a '" b and a '" 0 b
or
a -;' b and a '" 0 b.
Both r-:» and -:' are less than "'0' Therefore, ('" U "") n rv 0 is such that
a (rv U rv') n rv0 b if and only if a rv b or a rv' b. Therefore, ('" U rv')n "'0
is equal to rv U -:' and we have the result.
o
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6.14 Lemma Let r--..; be a congruence less than r--..;o on a rack R. Let R
be ieomorouic to R( G, II ~ 12, ... , gl, g2, ... ), where G is the operator group
of R. Then ~ is isomorphic to R(G,SI~S2,'" ,gl~g2~"')' where {Si}i is
a set of C(gl, g2, ... )-subgroups of G such that, for each i, S, contains L:
Proof R(G,I1,I2, ... gl,g2, ... ) is an extension of R(G,Ii,gi) for each i.
Therefore. any congruence less than r--..; 0 on R( G ~ II, 12, ... gl, g2, ... ) must
restrict to a congruence on the subrack R(G ~ Ii, gi). We know ~ from corollary
6.3, that any congruence on R( G, t., gi) arises from a C(gi )-subgroup s,
which contains Ii. Therefore, it remains to prove that the congruences on
the subracks R(G, Ii, gi) ~ defined by the subgroups Si, 'fit together' to give
a congruence on the whole rack if and only if [Si 1 gi] is in NG(Sj) for all
J.
a, r--..; b, and Cj r-:» dj implies that bi S, = a.S, and djSj = CjSj. Therefore
we need to show that:
for all a, C in G, t j in Sj, ti in S; and for all i and j , if and only if [ Sj ~ 9j ]
is in NG(Si). (ctjgjt/cati)iSi = (cg/ca)iSi if and only if acgjtjgjt/ca is in
S, for all a, c in G, and for all i and j. In other words, if and only if
[Sj , gj] is contained in the intersection of the normal cores of S, for all i .
o
Notes.
(i) Each subgroup Si, described above, is the subgroup of the operator group
of R consisting of all elernents, w, which are such that ri r-;» ri . S, contains
all elernents of the form a*b* where aj r--..; bj.
(ii) As before, we could have used the associated group rather than the
operator group in the above results.
We have now shown that all congruences less than r--..;o can be described in
terms of sets of C(gl, g2, ... )-subgroups of G.
6.15 Definition Let r-:» be any congruence on a non-transitive rack R.
isornorphic to R( G, II , 12, ... ~ gl , g2, ... ). The set of subgroups described
above is called the set of r-:» associated subgroups in G ~ written as
We simply write {(SI)'" }i if G and the elements gl ~ g2 ~ ... are obvious.
6.16 Definition Let R be a non-transitive rack isomorphic to
R(G,I1,I2, ... ,gl,g2, ... ),
where G is the operator group or the associated group of R. We define the
map WG,91,92' ... from congruences on R, to sets of subgroups of G as follows:
We omit the subscript G, gl, g2, ... when no confusion can arise.
N ate. Let La be the product lattice, fIn L, , where L, is isomorphic to the
lattice of subgroups ofG, the associated group (or the operator group) of R.
If we suppress the isomorphisms, then we may think of a set of C(gl, g2, ... )
-subgroups of G as an element of La. We do this for the remainder of the
chapter. W can now be thought of as a map into LR.
If !"V and !"v' are two congruences on a rack R, corresponding to sets of
subgroups { (Si).-v }i and {(Si).-v l l. then, by note(i) below lemma 6.14, we
have
We have now shown that the map W from the lattice of congruences less
than !"Va on a non-transitive rack R to Lc,where n is the number of orbits
of R, is order preserving. We now show that W preserves meets and joins.
We first need a lemma,
6.17 Lemma Let {SI,S2,".} and {T1,T2, ... } besetsofc(gl,g2,"')
-subgroups of a group G. Then the pointwise intersection,
{ SIn T1 , S2 n T2 , ... },
and the pointwise join,
are sets of C(gl, g2, ... ) -subgroups.
Proof The normal core of the intersection of two subgroups is equal to
the intersection of their normal cores and the normal core of the join of two
subgroups contains the join of their normal cores; therefore the result follows
from lemma 6.6.
o
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6.18 Lemma The iuep 'lJ, defined above, from congruences less than "'0
on R( G, II ,12 , . " ,91,92, ... ) to elements of La preserves meets and joins.
Proof This result follows from the above and is proved in the same way as
lemma 6.7.
o
We now have the following:
6.19 Theorem The map 'lJ is an embedding of the lattice of congru-
ences less than r-v o on a non-transitive rack R into the product lattice La.
<>
Any congruence, r-v, can be expressed as r-v n r-v 0 followed by (r-v / (r-v n r-v 0)) .
( r--;» / (r-v n r-:» 0)) can only equate elements in separate orbits as any two ele-
ments in the same orbit equated under r-v would have been already equated
by r-:» n r-v o : Therefore we now consider congruences which only equate ele-
merits in separate orbits.
Congruences which do not intersect "r o »
6.20 Lemma Let R be a rack isomorphic to R(G, 11,12 , . . . ,91,92,··· ).
Let r-:» be a congruence on R which only equates elements in separate orbits.
Then:
(1) R is an operator equivalent expansion of ~ .
(2) a r-v b implies that the stabilizer of a in G is equal to the stabilizer of b
in G.
(3) a r--;» b implies that the orbit subrack containing a is isomorphic to the
orbit subrack containing b.
Proof
(1) a r-v b implies that c" r-v cb for all c. The element c'' is in the same
orbit as cb . Therefore we must have ca equal to cb and a and b are equal
as operators.
(2) Let w be an operator which stabilizes a. If a r-v b then aW r-v b": As
a" = a we have b r-v a r-v lr", As b" is an element of oTb( b), we have bW
equal to band w stabilizes b.
(3) Let a r-v b. We define f : o1'b( a) ---+ oTb( b) by
f( aW ) = bW for all uJ in G.
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Claim: f is a well defined bijection.
Proof: let a" be equal to a": Then wv stabilizes a and, by (2)~ wv stabilizes
b. Therefore b" is equal to b":
Claim: f is a rack hOlllolnorphisln.
Proof: we have:
= bw v a v
o
We have the following corollary.
6.21 Corollary Let rv be a congruence on R( G~ L, ~ 12 , ... ,91,92, ... )
which only equates elements in separate orbits. a;S, rv bj Sj implies that
W(Si) equals w(Sj), a equals band rv is such that CiSi rv CjSj for all c.S,
in oTb( a, Si).
Proof It remains to prove that c.S, rv CjSj for all c.S, in oTb(aiSi). Say
S S WkSk Tl - - "UT h .c, i = a, i . len C - W 0 9 0 w 0 a. vve ave.
a "S ' rv a 'S 'Z Z J J.
Therefore,
S Wks, S SWk s,a; i = c, i rv a j j
=(wo9owoa)jSj
= CjSj.
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Chapter Seven - Congruences on the fundamental rack.
Let K be a framed knot in 53 with a framing curve ,. Let ..:\7 (]{) be a
neighbourhood of K and let * be a base point.
The fundalnental rack of K is defined as follows:
Elelnents: homotopy classes of paths from a point on , to the base point
* where the starting point of the path may move around
in , throughout the homotopy.
There is a map, A, from these paths to the fundamental group, taking a class
of paths, say [a], to the class of loops, [amaa], where m; is an appropriate
meridian.
Action: ab = path a followed by A( b) .
In this chapter we show that there is an alternative definition of the funda-
mental rack, given by considering the action of the covering transformations
on components of the preimage of the framing curve in the universal cover.
(In fact we define a set of racks in this way, one of which is the fundamental
rack. )
This definition of the fundamental rack allows us to describe certain quo-
tients of the fundamental rack geometrically by looking at regular covering
spaces.
Throughout this chapter we use Rev( R) rather than R. We use the well
known homotopy classes of paths description of the covering spaces of J(C.
Notation. We refer to the complement of an open neighbourhood of the
knot as ]{C, the universal cover of the complement of an open neighbourhood
of the knot as 7r : X ----+ K C, and the covering space of ]{C with fundamental
group N as 7r N : XN ----+ K'", The knot group, and the group of covering
transformations, we call G.
A homotopy class of paths, say [g], can either refer to a set of paths in the
base space, ]{C, or to a point in the universal cover. We use the notation
[g ]bs to refer to a homotopy class of paths in the base space and the notation
[g ]u c to indicate a point in the universal cover.
Let N be a normal subgroup of the fundamental group. An equivalence class
of homotopy classes of paths, say N[ 9 ], where the equivalence relation is
given by:
[g] '" [h] if and only if [9 h] is in N
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can either refer to an equivalence class of homotopy classes of paths in the
base space or to a point in the covering space with fundamental group ;.V.
We use the notation [g ]Nbs to refer to an equivalence class of homotopy
classes of paths in the base space under the relation defined above and the
notation [g]NXN to indicate a point in the covering space with fundamental
group N. We refer to the preimage of the parallel curve, r, in the universal
cover as P and the preimage of the parallel curve in the covering space XN
as PN . Let [g ]uc and [g]Nx
N
be points on the preimage of r in covering
spaces of K", We refer to the components of the preimage of r containing
these points as p[ g] and p[ g]N respectively.
We refer to the boundary component which contains the component of the
preirnage of the parallel curve in the universal cover labeled p[ g], as b[ g] .
Racks associated to knots.
The covering rnaps are continuous, and the parallel curve is connected.
Therefore, if K is non-trivial, the set P consists of disjoint copies of the
real line, IR. If K is trivial, then P consists of disjoint copies of 51. We use
these components as elements and the covering transformations as operators.
7.1 Lemma The elements of the fundamental rack are in one-to-one cor-
respondence with coiupouenis of the preimage of the framing curve in the
universal cover. The elements of the fundamental quandle are in one-to-one
correspondence with components of the boundary of the universal cover.
Proof We are considering points in the universal cover as homotopy classes
of paths in the base space from *. A homotopy class of paths in the base
space corresponds to a point in the preimage of the parallel curve r if and
only if the paths in the class end on r' Two homotopy classes, both corre-
sponding to points in the preimage of r, correspond to points on the same
component of P if and only if paths in one class may be homotoped to paths
in the other via paths ending on r' In other words, if and only if the two
homotopy classes correspond to the same element of the fundamental rack.
The proof that the boundary components are in one-to-one correspondence
with elements of the fundamental quandle is similar.
o
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We now fix a base point, *, on r and fix [* Juc as the base point of the
universal cover. Unless explicitly stated as otherwise, all paths lifted from
the base space to the universal cover are assumed to start at [*Juc .
Notation. The element of the fundamental group defined by a meridian
bounding a cross-sectional disc of the tubular neighbourhood of the knot
which passes through * we call [p J, and the corresponding longitude, given
by r, we call [l J .
It is well known that the group of covering transformations of the universal
cover is isomorphic to the fundamental group of the base space. The following
definitions and results are taken from Massey, [ M J.
We may define an action of the knot group on the fibre, 7r- 1 ( *), above * as
follows:
Definition. For any point x in 7r- 1 (*), and any a in G there exists a
~
unique path class, a, in X, such that 7r*(a) = a, where 7r* is the map of
the fundamental groups induced by tt . We define x . a to be the end point
of this path class.
G acts transitively on the fibre so the fibre is a homogeneous right G -set.
The isotropy subgroup of any point, x in 7r- 1 (*), is precisely the subgroup
~
7r1(X, x).
Proposition. Let e be any covering transformation of X. Then
e(x . a) = (e( x )) . a.
There are many isomorphisms from the group of covering transformations to
the fundamental group of X. We use the isomorphism T given by:
where
Notation. If T( e) = [a J, we often refer to e as en' We use the notation
T(e) to refer to [a J and to refer to a loop, a in [a J .
Let [g Juc be any element of the fibre above * and e any covering transfor-
illation. We have
so
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8([g ]uc) = 8n * ]uc . [g hs)
= 8([* ]uc)' [ghs
= [T(8) l-. . [g hs
= [T(8) 0 9 ]uc.
This means that the action of a covering transformation, 8, on a point in
the fibre, corresponds, under the maps T and 1[", to premultiplication in the
base space. Therefore the subgroup of the group of covering transformations
which fixes the component of PX containing the point [* ]uc is isomorphic
to Z and generated by 8z . The subgroup which fixes the boundary com-
ponent containing [* ]uc is isomorphic to Z EB Z and generated by 8z and
8p . The covering transformations act transitively on the fibre. Therefore
the subgroup of the group of covering transformations which fixes another
component of P, say p[ g], is a conjugate of 8z • The action of a cover-
ing transformation, say 8a , on points in the fibre above * is equivalent to
prernultiplication in the base space. Therefore, the subgroup of the group
of covering transformations which fixes p[ g] is equal, under the map T,
to the subgroup which, when acting by premultiplication, fixes the coset
[g hs ( [l] ). Therefore it is equal to the subgroup 8g ( 8z)8g . Similarly, the
subgroup fixing a boundary component, 8[ g] , is equal to 8g ( 8z, 8p )8g •
We now define a class of racks associated to the knot K:
Let 8 be a fixed element of (8 z, 8p ) and Co be the set of conjugates of 8 in
G.
7.2 Lemma Let 8[ g] be a boundary component. There is a unique ele-
merit of Co which fixes 8[ g] .
Proof If 8' is a covering transfonnation in Co which fixes 8[ g] , then 8' is
an element of the intersection of the subgroup 8g (8 z, 8p )8g with Co. This
intersection consists of the single element 89 0 8 0 89 .
<>
We refer to the unique element in this conjugacy class that fixes b[ g] as 8[ g] .
(This element is, of course, dependent on the choice of 8.)
7.3 Proposition The following infonnation defines a rack.
Eleiueiite: cOIllponents of P .
Action: (p[g])(P[h)) = 8[h](P[9])'
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Proof We need to prove that, if
then
N ate. The second form of the rack identity appears here as ab = boa 0 b
rather than ab = boa 0 b because the operators act by premultiplication.
The covering transfonnation B[h] is equal to (}h 0 B0 Bh. Therefore T( B[h])
is equal to T( Bh 0 B 0 Bh) which equals [h hs 0 T( B) 0 [h hs . The action
of the covering transformations corresponds, under the maps T and 7r, to
premultiplicatiori. therefore B[ h] acts on the points in the intersection of
p[g] with the fibre above * by sending a point, say [glue, to the point
[h 0 T( B) 0 hog] u c : Therefore we have:
B[h](P[g]) = P[hoT(8)ohog]
and, if B[h](P[g]) = P[k], we have [khs = [hhs 0 T(B) 0 [hhs 0 [ghs. In
other words, B[k] is equal to B[hoT( 8)ohog]' T is an isomorphism. Therefore
it is sufficient to prove that
We have:
T(B[k]) = T(B[hoT(B)ohog])
= [h 0 T( B) 0 hog] 0 T( B) 0 [ h 0 T( B) 0 h 0 g]-1
= [h] 0 T( B) 0 Th1 0 [g ] 0 T( B) 0 T9T 0 [ h] 0 T( B) 0 [ h)
= T(B[h]) 0 T(B[g]) 0 T(B[h])'
We now have a set of racks associated to the knot K: Choosing Bp for B
gives a rack isomorphic to the fundamental rack.
Notes.
(i) The racks in this set are not (necessarily) all isomorphic copies of the
fundamental rack. For example, if we chose the inverse to Bp for e, we obtain
a rack isomorphic to the inverted rack, R* , where R is the fundamental rack.
If !{ is a Seifert link, then the longitudes correspond to trivial operators in
the fundamental rack, [F-R]. Therefore, if K is a Seifert link, choosing any
power of Bz for e will give a trivial rack.
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(ii) The above can be generalized to arbitrary transitive racks. Let R be a
transitive rack, isomorphic to R( G, II g), where G is the associated group of
R and I is the stabaliser of g. We may define a (possibly) different rack as
follows:
Elements:
Action:
left cosets of I.
albI = bog 0 i 0 b0 aI, where i is a fixed element of I.
The above information defines a rack as we have:
I b1 cl (b . - )Cla = 0 9 0 lob 0 aI
= cog 0 i 0 cob 0 9 0 i 0 b0 aI
and
(aI Cl ) (bIcI) ( . - bl)= (c 0 9 0 i 0 coal) cogozoc o
= cog 0 i 0 cob 0 9 0 i 0 b 0 c 0 Z0 9 0 c 0 cog 0 i 0 coal
= cog 0 i 0 cob 0 9 0 i 0 b 0 aI.
Regular covering spaces.
We now look at the regular covering spaces of I{C and show that they enable
us to describe certain quotients of the fundamental rack geometrically. We
refer to the image of the covering transformation, B[ g] , under the quotient
~ ~
map induced by q : X --+ XN, as BgN .
7.4 Proposition The components of the preimage of the parallel curve
in X N fonn a rack with operation given by:
This rack is a quotient of the fundamental rack.
Proof Froln now on we write L for ([ 1] ). By proposition 5.12, we may de-
fine the fundamental rack to be equal to R(G,L,g). NL is a c(g)-subgroup
of G. Therefore R( G, N L, g) is a rack and a quotient of the fundamental
rack. Each coset of N L corresponds to a component of the preirnage of the
parallel curve in )(N giving the result.
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N ate. The operator group of this quotient rack is equal to G quotiented
by the normal core of N L in G. This is either equal to N or, if G has a
centre, equal to N L .
We know that all quotients of the fundamental rack correspond to c(g)-
subgroups, S, of G which contain the stabilizer of g. The stabilizer of 9
is L. We also know that the operator group of the quotient rack is the
the operator group of the rack quotiented by the normal core of S in G.
Therefore we have:
7.5 Theorem
(1) Let ';;<N be the equivalence relation on quotients of the fundamental rack
given by:
R R . . (R) (R)
- ';;<N -, If and only If Op - '"'J Op - .
rv rv '"'J '"'J '
The equivalence classes of quotients are in one-to-one correspondence with
regular covering spaces of the complement of an open neighbourhood of the
knot.
(2) Let [ ~] be an equivalence class corresponding to quotients with operator
group isomorphic to ~. Elements of this equivalence class are in one-to-one
correspondence with subgroups H , of the preimage of the centralizer of the
unege of p in ~, which are such that the intersection of H with the preimage
of the centre of Z is precisely N.
Proof This follows from the note above and from proposition 6.11
o
Finite quotient racks.
By proposition 5.10 we know that a finite quotient of the fundamental rack
has a finite operator group. We also know that the number of elements of
a quotient rack with operator group ~ is less than the number of sheets in
the regular covering space corresponding to N. Therefore, to look for finite
quotients of the fundamental rack, we need to look for finite sheeted covering
spaces. Every finite sheeted covering space does not correspond to a quotient
rack. However, every finite sheeted covering space with fundamental group
satisfying the conditions in the result above does correspond to a quotient
rack. In [S-T], Seifert and Threlfall illustrate a method for detennining all
COVPl'S of a space X with n sheets.
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